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Integrated Manipulation, Detection and Counting of Cells in
Biofluids
by
Mary O'Sullivan
Abstract
The manipulation, trapping, detection and counting of cells in biological fluids is of
critical importance to the areas of disease diagnosis, drug delivery and genomic
applications in biomedical research. In recent times, this research has focussed on
utilising the superior metering, separation, routing, mixing and incubation capabilities
of centrifugal microfluidic “Lab on a Disk” (LOAD) technologies to tackle the
challenge of handling numerous types of cells, proteins, genes and their reagents
simultaneously. Furthermore, integrated optical detection systems are being developed
in parallel to the aforementioned microfluidic technologies, to facilitate the accurate and
inexpensive detection, imaging and counting of cells. This thesis describes a number of
novel centrifugal microfluidic approaches towards the separation, capture and detection
of white blood cells from whole blood. Firstly, a thorough review of the state-of-the art
research in the areas of centrifugo-microfluidic cell handling and detection is outlined.
Secondly, a series of physical size filtration and microcontact printing approaches for
the capture and detection of biomimetic particles are described. Finally, the author
assesses the suitability of sol-gel materials for waveguiding applications on disposable
LOAD platforms and outlines areas of future work that would build upon the research
undertaken in this thesis.
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Chapter 1: Background and Motivation
1.1 Introduction
The capture, manipulation and analysis of cells has proven to be central to biomedical
diagnostics in recent years, from disease diagnosis[1-8] and treatment[9-12] to drug
discovery applications [13,14]. In particular, the drive to develop diagnostic devices for
low resource environments such as third world countries has grown at a rapid rate, with
devices becoming smaller, cheaper and more integrated with each passing year.
Microfluidics, and more specifically, centrifugal microfluidics, offers a unique set of
biofluid and cell handling capabilities that makes it ideal for carrying out a range of
diagnostic tests, typically carried out on bulky, expensive and complex equipment in a
laboratory environment.
This work focuses on combining the fluid and cell handling capabilities of
centrifugal microfluidics and novel optical detection methods to develop an easy to use,
inexpensive and integrated platform, capable of performing a 3-fold differential white
blood cell count. Physical size filtration methods were investigated on a polymeric
centrifugal microfluidic platform to differentiate and capture biometric beads of various
sizes (section 2.1). As an alternative and/or complementary cell capture and detection
approach, microcontact printing on functionalised glass slides was tested (section 3.2),
towards the integration of this technology onto a centrifugal platform. Finally, optical
detection components in the form of photocurable sol-gel waveguides were investigated
in parallel to the above work (section 3.3), to create a complete sample-to-answer
diagnostic platform. The methodologies, results and challenges of this research work
will be discussed in the chapters that follow, concluding with future perspectives on
how to build upon the work undertaken, along with areas of likely future development
in this field. Before the work carried out over the course of this thesis is outlined and
discussed, sections 1.2-1.5 will outline the theory and advantages associated with
centrifugal microfluidic platforms and provide a brief review of the current literature on
state-of-the-art developments in such platforms for cell-based applications. In addition,
a review of the literature on optical detection technologies for centrifugal microfluidic
platforms will be undertaken in section 1.6, with particular focus on optofluidics; a new
field of integrated optical detection for microfluidic platforms.

1

1.2 Centrifugal Microfluidics
1.2.1 Background
The field of microfluidics - as we know it today - followed on from the explosion of
micro electro mechanical systems, MEMS, into the scientific community in the 1980s
[15,16]. Early research into developing microfluidic systems began by trying to adopt
many of the fabrication and machining techniques that had been so well utilized by the
MEMs industry. Microfluidic systems, in their modern form, have their foundations in
the work of Manz et al. [17], with the development of Miniaturised Total Analysis
Systems (uTAS) in the early 1990s. Since then microfluidics has been utilised to tackle
a diverse field of technical and medical challenges such as point-of-care diagnostics,
laboratory testing, military defence research, drug discovery and environmental testing
[18,19]. Microfluidic devices manipulate small quantities of fluids, ranging from μL to
ml volumes, in micron and submicron channels. As the field of microfluidics is founded
upon much of the expertise of MEMs technologies, silicon and glass were initially used
as core materials for microfluidic platforms [15]. Today, however, the vast majority of
microfluidic devices are manufactured in polymers such as Polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) due to their biocompability, low cost and
the ease and speed of fabrication associated with them [20-22].
From the inception of this field of research, there has been much interest in
using microfluidics for point-of-care diagnostic applications [23-25]. Microfluidics
shows great potential in catering for a multitude of global healthcare diagnostic
challenges, with a growing need to deliver rapid diagnosis of diseases such as diabetes
and heart disease in the first world. Point-of-care diagnostics could result in the
aforementioned tests being carried out in a GP's office, facilitating significantly reduced
waiting times for consultations and rapid disease diagnosis. More importantly, these
diagnostic devices could be a key driver in delivering inexpensive and disposable
diagnostics for diseases in resource poor settings such as the third world. While
microfluidic technologies have made some progress towards tackling these issues, with
a number of commercial successes [26], these so called “lab-on-a-chip” technologies
have been hampered by the frequent need to provide external pumping mechanisms to
drive the fluid flow within these devices. Centrifugal microfluidics provides a solution
to this problem, by utilising the centrifugal force to drive and manipulate liquids in
micron and submicron channels. Another significant advantage of centrifugally driven
2

systems is the elimination of off-chip fluid handling steps. A multitude of different
fluids and bioparticles, e.g. cells, can be manipulated regardless of their characteristic
thermal properties, pH viscosity and surface tension, due to the strength and degree of
control associated with this artificial gravity force [27, 28]. Section 1.2.2, which
follows, outlines the theory behind centrifugal microfluidic platforms, highlighting the
unique advantages associated with this technology, particularly for cell-based
applications.
1.2.2 Centrifugal Hydrodynamics
The theory associated with fluid flow and actuation of centrifugally driven microfluidic
platforms has been discussed in detail previously [27-29] but will be outlined briefly
below for completeness. As noted in the introduction to this section, microfluidics
concerns the handling and manipulation of small quantities of fluids, ranging from μL to
ml volumes, in micron and submicron channels of varying shapes. Centrifugal
microfluidics advances this concept through the generation of an artificial gravity force,
i.e. the centrifugal force, that drives liquids within the platform, as well as two other
rotationally generated (pseudo) forces, all acting in the plane of rotation of the disk, as
outlined in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of centrifugal lab-on-a-chip platform rotating at an angular velocity ω,
with the velocity vector pointing out of the page towards the reader. The cross at the centre of
the diagram indicates the centre of rotation of the disk, while f ω, fc and fE denote the centrifugal
force density, the Coriolis force density and the Euler force density, respectively, acting on a
liquid plug of length, l, and width, w. The direction of the Euler force, fE, is dependent on
whether the disk is rotating in the clockwise or anticlockwise direction. The liquid plug travels
at velocity, v, in a microfluidic channel on the disk, with its absolute width, l, extending between
r< and r> for a completely radially orientated plug. [Modified from [27]]

The centrifugal force, fω, acts directly away from the centre of rotation of the disk,
3

scaling with the square of the angular rotational frequency, ω.

f   r 2

(1.1)

Particles of fluids at a distance r from the centre of a rotating platform, with a volume
density, ρ, experience the radially directed centrifugal force density, while secondary
forces i.e. the Euler force and the Coriolis force are induced by the spinning reference
frame of the disk. The Euler force density acts as an opposing force to any changes in
flow velocity, resulting in swirling currents driven by the rotation of the disk. It is
denoted as follows:

f E  r

d
dt

(1.2)

Finally, the Coriolis force density acts in a direction perpendicular to the motion of
particles/fluid and is proportional to the velocity, ν, of the liquid plug, as illustrated in
Figure 1.1.

f c  2

(1.3)

These three (pseudo) forces can be controlled to carry out advanced fluid and,
consequently, bioparticle actuation and unit operations such as metering, siphoning,
valving, flow splitting and mixing without external driving mechanisms [27]. As the
experiments performed in this work are carried out under “stopped flow” conditions,
sedimentation plays an important role in the actuation and handling of particles and
cells under centrifugal actuation. The sedimentation of particles in their surrounding
fluid medium is represented by the buoyancy force, Fg:

Fg  mr 2

(1.4)

The buoyancy force, Fg, is determined by the mass difference, ∆m, between the particle
and the liquid volume it displaces in its carrier medium. Acting in the opposing
direction of the buoyancy force, Fg, is the viscous Stokes drag, Fd;

Fd  6R
4

(1.5)

where R and η represent the radius of a (spherical) particle and the fluid viscosity,
respectively. Equilibrium between the buoyancy force and Stokes drag, i.e. a constant
speed of sedimentation, can be achieved, for a given rotational frequency, ω, due to the
direct proportionality of the Stokes drag, Fd, to the radial speed of the particle within the
suspending fluid.
A final point of interest for particle handling in a centrifugal microfluidic
platform is the delineation of the phase boundary, or so-called “shock interface”,
between the particle-free supernatant and the concentrated suspension, as illustrated in
Figure 1.2 below.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the sedimentation of a particle suspended in a liquid medium, under
the actuation of the centrifugal force, fω.[27] The liquid plug is contained within a volume of
height h and outer and inner radial boundaries of r> and r<. The motion of the particle is denoted
by the buoyancy corrected force fω, which is determined by the mass difference, ∆m, between
the mass of the particle and the fluid it displaces.

The radial speed of this shock interface is given by the following formula by Haeberle
et al. [30], modified below to keep notation consistent with the formulae in 1.1-1.5;

r 



m 2 
. r 1  liquid 
 

f
particle 


(1.6)

f  6R

(1.7)

where

denotes the so-called friction coefficient [30], resulting from the Stokes drag force
acting in the opposing direction to the centrifugal force. R represents the particle radius
and ρliquid and ρparticle represent the liquid and particle densities respectively. Readers
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should note that the above equation for the radial speed of the shock interface, otherwise
known as the drift velocity of the particle is only valid for spherical particles under
laminar flow conditions, and neglects mutual interactions between particles [27, 31]. To
compare the sedimentation rates between particles of various sizes and densities, the
sedimentation coefficient, sp, can be used;

sp 


mp 

1  liquid 
6R 
 particle 

(1.8)

where mp is the mass of the particle. Differences in the sedimentation rates between
particles of different sizes is utilised in the work on physical size filtration in section
3.1, in order to optimise the performance of the proposed bead separation and trapping
platform. The use of sedimentation as well as a number of other recent state-of-the-art
approaches for cell handling and capture on centrifugal platforms will be reviewed in
sections 1.3 -1.5, which follow.

1.3 Metering, Purification and Separation of Cell Suspensions on
Centrifugal Microfluidic Platforms
Centrifugal microfluidics offers a multitude of unit operations that enable the metering
and purification of whole blood samples, as well as the separation, handling and capture
techniques necessary to perform a variety of biological assays. Cell handling and
detection operations typically begin with cell purification/separation to obtain one or
more of the following:
1. Cell free liquid fraction e.g. plasma extraction from whole blood
2. The removal of cells in their entirety from their suspending liquid e.g. removal
of RBCs from whole blood or, more commonly,
3. The retrieval of a particular cell population from a background population e.g.
white blood cells from whole blood.
A number of comprehensive reviews, with particular relevance to this thesis, discussing
recent state-of-the-art biomedical and cell based applications of centrifugal
microfluidics have been undertaken by Burger et al.[32-33] and Gorkin et al. [34]. This
thesis will briefly review some of the common methods of metering and purifying cell
suspensions using centrifugal microfluidic techniques, before taking a more in depth
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look at recent advances in cell and bioparticle handling and capture in section 1.5.
1.3.1 Sample Metering, Valving and Bioparticle Sedimentation
For a completely sample-to-answer centrifugal microfluidic assay, sample metering is
undertaken to derive a precise volume of sample for analysis. In addition, for cell-based
assays, plasma is usually extracted from whole blood, with centrifugally driven
sedimentation, as discussed in the section that follows, being one of the most common
approaches.
Metering on a centrifugal microfluidic assay is typically carried out through the
use of an overflow channel, as demonstrated by Haeberle et al. [30] in his centrifugal
platform for plasma extraction. Under centrifugation, a long narrow throttling channel is
used to extract the predetermined blood volume into a decanting structure, with the
shock interface moving radially outwards at the drift velocity, as defined in section
1.2.2. The plasma, measured to contain just 0.11% cell volume, is collected in the
collection chamber, to the right of Figure 1.3 (a). An alternative to this was illustrated
by Steigert et al. (Figure 1.3 (b)), again on a plasma-extraction platform [35]. An
overflow channel is used to meter the sample, while the plasma is separated from the
cellular component of the blood through a number of sequential centrifugation steps.
The extraction channel primes following the complete sedimentation of the cellular
pellet from the plasma and the centrifugal force subsequently pumps the plasma into the
collection chamber, provided that the net radial length Δr of the downstream meniscus
and the liquid level in the separation chamber is negative.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3 (a)-(c): Overflow and siphon based metering structures on centrifugo-microfluidic
platforms. (a) Blood in excess of the volume between the overflow channel and hydrophobic
stop flows into the overflow channel and the waste chamber, leaving a controlled volume of
blood in the metering chamber. This pre-metered liquid is throttled as it passes through the drain
channel under centrifugation, ensuring that only purified plasma sits on top of the cellular pellet
in the decant chamber. [30] (b) Steigert et al. again used an overflow channel to control sample
volume, with a siphon structure, separating the plasma from the cellular pellet following
sedimentation by the sequential centrifugation steps illustrated in (c).[35]

Sedimentation has gained widespread use as a method to separate red blood cells
(RBCs) from purified plasma as illustrated by the aforementioned examples and
research by Li et al. [36], Zhan et al. [37] and Godino et al. [38], amongst others. Large
sample volumes of up to 2ml of blood have been processed by Amasia et al., with
purified plasma achieved within 2.5 minutes [39]. In addition, induced sedimentation by
centrifugation on microfluidic platforms has been applied to a range of other biomedical
platforms. Lee et al. created an “in-situ optofluidic microsensor for high throughput
screening or light filters in integrated adaptive optical devices” through the high speed
sedimentation of silica and monodisperse polystyrene latex beads by centrifugation
[40]. Garcia-Cordero et al. developed a cytometry device to monitor bovine mastitis
through the use of centrifugally-driven sedimentation [41], while Gong et al. utilised the
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centrifugal force to create packed silica microbeads to produce micro/nanofluidic
devices for applications in electro osmotic pumping and liquid and electro
chromatography [42].
Valving presents another alternative to overflow channels or siphoning for controlling
liquid volumes and carrying out general liquid handling tasks. The careful positioning
of sacrificial valves to control reagent/sample volumes has been demonstrated by Cho et
al. [43], who utilised paraffin wax valves to create a metered plasma volume on a DNA
extraction platform. Park et al. [44] improved upon the above approach by embedding
iron oxide nanoparticles to reduce the complexity and cost of the heating components
needed to open the sacrificial valve. Steigert et al. [45] utilised hydrophobic capillary
burst valves to meter a sample of whole blood for real-time absorption measurement of
alcohol concentration in blood. By modifying the height of the liquid column and the
channel cross section, as illustrated in Figure 1.4 (1), capillary burst valves which break
at differing centrifugal spin speeds were created to meter the sample and transport it into
a detection chamber. The sample was then mixed by frequently changing the direction
and speed of rotation i.e. “shake mode” to promote enzymic reaction, followed by a
final spin speed of 30Hz for 90 seconds to induce sedimentation of the red blood cells to
the bottom of the assay, eliminating their interference with the optical beam path.
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(I)

(II)

Figure 1.4 (1)-(2) Centrifugally driven valve metering, mixing and sedimentation unit
operations on a real-time colorimetric alcohol concentration assay. [45] (I) Following insertion
of the patient blood sample, the capillary primes to the hydrophobic stop. At a spin speed of
10Hz the first capillary valve breaks and excess sample is metered off. At a higher frequency of
35Hz the metered sample is driven into the detection chamber, as the second capillary burst
valve breaks. (II) This process is followed by mixing and sedimentation steps for the eventual
colorimetric read-out of alcohol concentration by optical detection.

As valving is a key unit operation on centrifugal microfluidic platforms for metering,
reagent storage, and reagent and sample handling, a number of novel valving schemes
have been developed. The reader is directed to the literature for further examples and
discussion of these schemes[46-53], including, but not limited to, pneumatic valving
[46-48], serial siphon valving[49], capillary and hydrophobic burst valving [50-52] and
the aforementioned paraffin wax valving [43,44,53].
1.3.2 Cell Lysis
Cell lysis is another blood preparation technique used for the purification of blood based
samples, as well as DNA, RNA, protein and metabolome analysis. Nan et al. have
recently reviewed emerging lysis techniques on microfluidic and centrifugal
microfluidic platforms including mechanical, chemical, electroporation, thermal and
laser lysis, as well with other novel approaches [54]. Lysis methods are chosen based on
the degree to which the cell membrane of the target cell of interest needs to be disrupted
before lysis will occur. For example, many cells, as in the case of RBCs can be lysed
through the addition of a lysing agent and batch mode mixing as demonstrated by Lutz
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et al. [55]. In this example Lutz et al. utilised “shake mode” centrifugation to reduce
RBC lysis time almost 5-fold; from 90s to 20s. However, other biomolecules such as
E.Coli and S. Cerevisiae bacteria require harsher treatment to lyse the cells such as
thermal treatment [56], electrical lysis [57] or thorough mixing with microparticles
[58,59]. As the designs by Lutz et al. and others demonstrate, centrifugal microfluidics
is particularly well tailored for cell lysis due to the unique fluid handling and batch
mode mixing capabilities it offers. DNA and RNA analysis have also been carried out
effectively on a number of microfluidic and centrifugo-microfluidics platforms as
outlined in a recent review by Sun et al. [60]. The unique mixing capabilities coupled
with the ability to carry out multiple assays in a single disc significantly reduces assay
time and improves the homogeneity of the samples as demonstrated by Dimov et al.
[61] and Amasia et al. [62] in their RNA analysis and PCR amplification platforms
respectively. In addition, Siegrist et al. recently validated a centrifugal microfluidic chip
for nucleic acid extraction using clinical samples. [63] Micron-sized magnetic beads
have also been coupled with external magnets to increase the effectiveness of the
mechanical lysis, as illustrated in the example by Grumann et al. [64]. Figure 1.5 below
illustrates a number of recent state-of-the-art inertial and centrifugally driven lysis
schemes, with a brief discussion of their functionality.
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(I)

(II)

(III)

Figure 1.5: (I)-(III) Various cell lysis schemes on inertial and centrifugal microfluidic
platforms. (I) Lutz et al. utilised batch-mode mixing on a COC disc, lysing nearly 100% of
blood cells in 20 seconds through the combination of “shake mode” mixing and a lysis buffer
[55]. (II) Wang et al. used a DC current of 1000V/cm - 1500V/cm to lyse GFP expressing E
Coli cells [57]. Cells were inserted into the sample reservoir and transported to the detection
reservoir, which is exposed to a DC electric ﬁeld. Cell lysis occurs in the targeted narrow
section of the microfluidic device. (III) Illustration of the centrifugal microfluidic platform with
embedded magnets developed by Grumann et al. [64]. (A) The embedded magnets are
orientated within and outside the mean chamber radius (indicated by the dotted line), such that
the magnetic beads on the chip experience movement in the trajectory outlined in (B) at ~6.5Hz.
This is due to the orientation of the on chip magnets, which deflect the beads, coupled with the
centrifugal force acting radially outwards.

1.3.3 Cell Volume Fraction Measurement
A final blood sample preparation step of interest is the measurement of the cell volume
fraction for a range of biomedical assays. Rigger et al. [65] produced a known sample
volume through capillary priming and overflow channels, under centrifugation.
Subsequent centrifugations lead to the sedimentation of RBCs into a cellular pellet, with
the haematocrit level being measured from the top of the pellet in the sedimentation
chamber. A further extension to the above approach is density gradient sedimentation;
where a density gradient material such as ficoll or percoll is added to the blood sample
to separate bands of cells according to their differing densities. This was demonstrated
by Schaff et al., who separated three bands of microparticles (1µm, 5µm and 6µm in
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size) by layering the mixture on top of 30% and 50% Percoll media in a centrifugally
driven chamber [66]. Under centrifugation at 4000rpm for 30 seconds, the three bands
of microparticles are separated. This demonstrated proof of concept, with an additional
experiment demonstrating the separation of a mixed solution of K562 and Jurkat cells
from culture, through the layering of the cells on 35% Percoll media in a buffered salt
solution. Again, the disc was spun at 4000rpm for 30 seconds and fluorescence
microscopy was used to image and quantify the cells separated above and below the
density media. This density gradient technique has been applied to separate cells in
whole blood samples as well as stem cells from whole blood, as illustrated in the work
by Shiono et al. [67, 68]. In other work Shiono et al. demonstrate the separation of
human cells from fibroblasts in suspension [69]. In addition, Park et al. have utilised
this method towards the retrieval of circulating tumour cells from whole blood, with
separation rates of 99% and 86%, depending on device design, for MCF-7 and DMS-79
cells used to model CTCs off chip [70]. The cancer cells were amplified using
EpCAM/TROP1 antibody conjugated microbeads, resulting in a density difference
between the cancer cells and leukocytes in whole blood. The integration of this
approach onto a centrifugal platform, as illustrated by Schaff et al.[66] could offer
another alternative to existing CTC retrieval schemes.

1.4 Cell Separation, Handling and Trapping on CentrifugoMicrofluidic Platforms
Following on from the more general blood purification and cell quantification
approaches outlined in section 1.3, this section will demonstrate the more specific
handling and capture of cell populations and individual cells. In a typical laboratory
scenario these functions would be carried out by a conventional flow cytometer, which
utilises fluorescence detection, impedance measurement and light scattering to
determine cell counts of individual cell lines and provide information on the
morphology and composition of the cells. Hydrodynamic focusing using two sheath
fluids is used to separate and direct cells within the device toward an optical detector.
While flow cytometry has gained widespread use in clinical and research environments
due to its accurate and high-throughput cell quantification capabilities, it remains a
bulky and expensive technology, which requires regular maintenance and supply of
sheath liquids. In addition, it is challenging to operate and, as a result of this and the
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aforementioned points, is not suitable for low resource settings. Therefore microfluidic,
and more recently, centrifugal microfluidic technologies, offer a cost effective, compact
and easy to use alternative to the conventional methods associated with cell detection
and imaging. The following section will outline some of the recent key examples of
miniaturised flow cytometry platforms, as well as a discussion of a number of other
approaches to cell handling and investigation such as pinched flow fractionation,
counter-flow elutriation, centrifugo-dielectrophoresis and centrifugo-magnetophoresis.
As these approaches have already been comprehensively reviewed in the literature, for
both inertial [71,72] and centrifugal platforms[32-34], this discussion will be brief.
However, a more focused discussion of gravity based and centrifugally driven bead and
cell capture using geometric traps will be undertaken in section 1.5, due to its relevance
to the work in this thesis.

1.4.1 Miniaturised Flow Cytometry
The transition of flow cytometry from bench top platforms to microfluidic devices has
gathered increased momentum in recent years, as documented in various reviews in the
literature [73-75]. A range of cell sorting schemes have been adopted such as
impedance-based

[76],

magnetophoresis[77],

fluorescence[78-81]

and

dielectrophoresis[82-83] based cytometry. In addition, Bhagat et al. utilised spiral
microchannels to combine Dean forces with inertial lift forces for cell handling,
removing the necessity of a sheath fluid typically used in flow cytometry schemes [84].
The challenge of high-throughput screening has also been tackled, as demonstrated by
the work of Hur et al. in their sheathless cell positioning system, which yields
interrogation rates of up to 1 million cells s-1 with the appropriate imaging components
[85]. As the reader will see in section 1.6 on optical detection schemes for microfluidic
and centrifugo-microfluidic platforms, a number of research groups are marrying
microfluidics and miniaturised optical detection components such as LEDs, CCDs and
photodiodes with cell phones to create accurate and inexpensive miniaturised flow
cytometry devices. This work is at the forefront of bringing vital point-of-care
diagnostics to low-resource environments,

with commercialised point-of-care

microfluidic platforms being discussed further in Chapter 4.
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1.4.2 Flow-Based Cell Sorting and Handling Schemes on Centrifugal Platforms
In addition to flow cytometry approaches to cell differentiation and handling, two other
flow-based methods have been adapted to centrifugal platforms; namely pinched flow
fractionation and counter-flow elutriation. Pinched flow fractionation has been utilised
on inertial microfluidic platforms by a number of research groups, [86-88] using
external pumping mechanisms to drive the flow containing the cells toward a
microfluidic wall to achieve a “pinching” effect. Cells line up against the wall to
varying degrees; depending on the size and the density of the target cells, with fluidic
resistances in the outlet channels determining which outlet each cell stream takes.
Yamada et al. separated 15μm and 30μm polystyrene beads under laminar flow
conditions and captured the separate bead types in different chambers [87]. Cupelli et
al. tested two different pinched flow fractionation designs, coupling inertial
microfluidics with syringe pumping to separate leukocytes and erythrocytes with
separation efficiency of 100% and 85% respectively [89]. A centrifugal implementation
of the pinched-flow technique has been implemented by Morijiri et al., with separation
of 3μm and 5μm polystyrene beads and 5μm silica beads in suspension[90],
demonstrating a more efficient separation scheme over the externally pumped inertial
alternative.
Another novel flow-based cell and bioparticle separation scheme is centrifugal
counter-flow elutriation or CCE. This technique has a long history, with Wahl et al.
demonstrating the technique as far back as 1984 to separate T- and B- lymphocytes and
monocytes [91]. More recently, Banfalvi et al. developed a nature protocol on the same
vein, separating phase-enriched subpopulations from Chinese hamster ovary cells [92].
However, as with conventional flow cytometers, the equipment used is bulky,
complex and expensive to acquire. Centrifugal microfluidics offers a compact,
inexpensive and simplified alternative, due to the easy fabrication of an elutriation
chamber combined with the compact rotor scheme developed for many centrifugal
platforms. During elutriation, a cone shaped chamber, as outlined in Figure 1.6 utilises
the balance of the centrifugal force, pumping liquid radially outwards, with the
counterflow drag forces exerted on particles. These forces are manipulated by changing
the rotation speed and, consequently, the flow rate of the counter flow. This leads to the
separation of cells and bioparticles based on density and size, with larger particles
residing in the narrower part of the elutriation chamber with a relatively high flow rate,
with smaller/less dense particles residing in the outer part of the chamber. Recent
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examples of centrifugal counter-flow elutriation include the work of Morijiri et al., who
separated polymeric particles with diameters of 1-5um as well as RBCs from WBCs on
a PDMS platform [93].
Figures 1.6 and 1.7 describe the functionality and some centrifugal examples of
pinched-flow fractionation and elutriation. The reader is directed to a review by Pamme
et al for further discussion of continuous flow based cell handling and separation
techniques [94].

(I)

(II)

(III)

Figure 1.6 (I)-(III) Schematic of the operating principle of pinched-flow particle/cell separation,
with an example of a centrifugal platform by Morijiri et al. [90]. (I) Zoomed in images (a) and
(b) are of sections labelled (a) and (b) in upper image. Particles remain pushed against the walls
of the chip in the pinched segment. When the sedimentation force is applied in the radially
outwards direction (by the centrifugal force due to the disc rotation) on particles flowing in the
curved microchannel, the larger particles (black) move beyond the streamline, causing
separation of particles according to density. (II) Fluorescence micrographs of outlets for 3.0μm
and 5.0μm polystyrene and 5.0μm silica particles following rotation at 750rpm for 300s of the
rotationally driven pinched-flow device by Morijiri et al. (III) Results of the separation of
polystyrene (PS) and silica (SL) particles for n=3, with each data bar representing the mean,
including error bars indicating the standard deviation.
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(I)

(II)

Figure 1.7: (I)-(II) Schematics of the operating principle of counter-flow elutriation and an example of a
centrifugal implementation of this technique by Morijiri et al. [93]. (I)(a) Particles of mixed size and
density in a low density liquid are loaded into the elutriation chamber using the centrifugal force. (b)
Particles are separated by size when the centrifugal force and the drag based counter flow are in
equilibrium, with the smallest particles exiting the chamber through the outlet. (c) A high density liquid is
flowed into the device to elute the remainder of the particles consecutively. (II) (a)-(e) Fluorescence
micrographs of separation and outlet chambers for the counter-flow elutriation device developed by
Morijiri et al. (a)-(b) Input of particle mixture of 1.0μm, 3.0μm and 5.0μm polystyrene particles in a low
density i.e. ρ = 1.0 g cm-3 liquid. (c) Selective elutriation of 3.0μm particles using a higher density liquid
ρ = 1.02 g cm-3 (d)-(e) Selective elutriation of 5.0μm particles using a high density liquid, ρ = 1.04 g cm3
, Scale bar = 1mm, with chambers and outlets outlined by dotted lines.

1.4.3 Dielectrophoretic Cell Separation
The flow-based cell separation techniques outlined in previous sections rely on the
differences between the size and density of bioparticles and cells to carry out handling
and separation operations. Dielectrophoresis, on the other hand, utilises the differences
between the inherent characteristics of cells, such as differences in dielectric properties;
which is affected by cell size and morphology, to differentiate between different cell
types. Çetin et al. recently reviewed the application of dielectrophoresis to microfluidic
platforms.[95] Other biological organisms such as bacteria, viruses, spores etc. are also
separated using this technique,[96] using a concentric cell model, as described by Çetin
et al. [95] Of more relevance to this thesis however, is the application of this technique
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on centrifugal platforms, which has been successfully carried out by a number of
research groups [97-99]. For example, the centrifugal system developed by MartinezDuarte et al. demonstrated the separation of viable yeast cells from non-viable yeast
cells. [97]. In addition, Martinez-Duarte et al. successfully manipulated latex particles
through the use of an array of novel 3D carbon electrodes on a silicon/silicon dioxide
chip, inserted into a CD-like platform for centrifugation [97]. In addition, Boettcher et
al. used a centrifugal dielectrophoretic scheme to differentiate between 6.5µm, 9μm and
15μm polystyrene beads as well as U937 cells from whole blood illustrated in Figure
1.8 (I)-(II) [99].
1.4.4 Magnetophoretic Cell Separation
Centrifugally driven magnetophoresis is another alternative cell manipulation and
separation method for lab-on-a-chip applications. It differs from the previous example
in that it is not label free, with cells/bioparticles of interest being coated in antibody
conjugated magnetic beads to enable a high degree of control. This technique has been
employed by a large number of groups on inertial [100-105] and centrifugally driven
platforms [106-109], for positive and negative selection of cells and particles. As a full
discussion of all of the aforementioned examples is outside the scope of this work, only
a few notable examples of magnetic sorting on centrifugally driven microfluidic
systems will be discussed and outlined in Figures 1.8 and 1.9 that follow.
Plouffe et al. devised a pump driven magnetophoretic cell separation scheme,
with embedded copper wires on either side of the PDMS microfluidic channel to create
a magnetic field (Figure 1.8 (IV)-(V)) [103]. MCF-7 cells, endothelial progenitor cells
and hematopoietic stem cells were coated in antibody-conjugated magnetic
microparticles to enable separation from non-magnetic cells. Cell separation efficiencies
of 85% and >96% were recorded respectively. A novel label free magnetophoretic
separation approach was developed by Shen et al. [104], based on the inherent magnetic
characteristics of the cells themselves and a repulsion force provided by the marriage of
an external magnet, nickel microstructure and a paramagnetic salt medium. The nickel
microstructure enables the concentration of magnetic flux lines from the external
magnet, greatly strengthening the magnetic field effect on the cells in the paramagnetic
medium. Figure 1.8 (V) illustrates the operating principle of the inertial microfluidic
device, with 8μm and 10μm polystyrene beads successfully differentiated, as well as U937 cells from RBCs with >90% purity.
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

Figure 1.8 (I)-(V) Examples and operating principles of (I)-(II) dielectrophoretic and (III)-(VI)
magnetophoretic cell separation schemes. (I) Schematic and photograph of the dielectrophoretic
microfluidic channel and (II) centrifugal microfluidic set-up by Boettcher et al. for the
separation of U-937 cells from whole blood [99]. (I) The axis of rotation is above the images,
with microelectrodes for DC dielectrophoresis located on both the channel top and bottom. (IV)
Pump driven magnetophoretic separation platform developed by Plouffe et al. [103]. (IV)
Magnetic bead coated target cells are deflected into the centre of the flow stream, due to the ydirection laminar flow stream and x-direction magnetic field. Non-magnetic particles remain in
the laminar flow stream, while magnetically tagged particles move to a centre collection stream.
(V) Differentiation of RBCs from U937 cells due to an external magnet, Ni microstructure and
paramagnetic suspension medium. As illustrated in the bottom images of (V), the change of
medium to a paramagnetic salt suspension greatly increases the magnetic susceptibility of the
cells, resulting in greater separation of the U-937 cells from RBCs [105].
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Centrifugal systems have also utilised magnetophoresis to carry out biomimetic bead
separation operations, with Kirby et al. developing a device towards the removal of rare
cells from whole blood [106]. 1μm and 20μm magnetic beads, as well as 20μm nonmagnetic beads were separated with 100% efficiency (Figure 1.9 (I) – (II)), with this
approach already being applied to other centrifugal cell separation platforms for CD4+
cell removal from whole blood [108]. A similar cell separation scheme was developed
by Siegrist et al. [107] for the separation of MCF-7 cells from HeLa cells (Figure 1.9
(III) – (IV)). By tagging the MCF-7 target cells with immuno-functionalised magnetic
beads, over 90% separation efficiency between the MCF-7 and HeLa cells was
achieved.
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

Figure 1.9: (I) Photograph of magnetophoretic, centrifugally-driven LOC device developed by
Kirby et al. [106], with embedded magnets. (II) The embedded magnets serve to deflect
magnetic particles to varying degrees, depending on their size, with 1μm and 20μm magnetic
particles and 20μm non-magnetic particles separated to 100% efficiency under centrifugally
driven stopped flow conditions. (A) 1μm magnetic particles are deflected most strongly, due to
their small size, and therefore slow sedimentation speed. (B) 20μm magnetic particles are
deflected into chamber (B), while non-magnetic particles sediment and are captured in chamber
(C). (III) Another centrifugally driven magnetophoretic cell separation device on a polymeric
platform. Stiegert et al. [107] developed a disposable platform for the separation of magnetic
bead coated MCF-7 cells from HeLa cells to over 90% efficiency.
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Furlani et al. [109] and Gijs et al. [110] conducted recent reviews of the application of
magnetophoresis to lab-on-a-chip platforms for diagnostic applications and the reader is
directed to this work and the literature referenced above for further examples and
applications of magnetophoretic schemes.
1.4.5 Alternative Cell Separation Techniques
In addition to the aforementioned cell separation techniques a number of other
approaches such as acoustophoresis[111-114], cell encapsulation[115,116] and optical
force manipulation[117-120] have been investigated for cell and bioparticle separation
and handling. A review by Tsutsui et al. [121] details recent developments in the use of
non-inertial forces for cell separation and handling applications, including all techniques
discussed from section 1.4.1 to this one. Readers should also note that multicellular
organisms have been separated on microfluidic platforms [122-124], including C
Elegans[122,123] and Drosophila embryos[124].

1.5 Individual Bioparticle and Cell Capture on Microfluidic Platforms
While the quantification and separation of various cell lines is of great importance to a
number of biomedical applications, the capture and analysis of single cells and
multicellular organisms enables a greater level of diagnostic information to be derived
from a clinical sample. For example, the analysis of cell morphology can be used for
disease diagnosis (discussed further in section 3.2), while the real-time reaction of cells
to various stimuli such as drugs or other reagents can be monitored when the cells are
captured individually. For such analysis to occur, cells or bioparticles are often captured
in individual mechanical traps.
1.5.1 Gravity based Traps for Cell and Bioparticle Analysis and Capture
The simplicity of gravity based capture of cells and bioparticles has been exploited by a
number of groups to great effect in microfluidic cell separation and capture applications
[125-128]. A gravity based separation technique has recently been developed by
Devendra et al., utilising gravity driven Deterministic Lateral Displacement (g-DLD) to
separate 10um silica particles from 4.32um silica particles and to differentiate a mixture
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of 15μm, 20μm, 4.32μm and 10μm silica particles [125]. Deterministic Lateral
Displacement functions on the principle that particles flowing in a laminar stream will
remain within the stream if they have a smaller diameter than the stream, and will be
pushed laterally by the posts in the platform if they are larger in size than the stream. A
variety of forcing (tilting) angles were tested for the glass/SU-8 micro-device to
encourage particle separation, as illustrated in Figure 1.10 (I). As outlined in section
1.6.2 on optical detection approaches for centrifugal platforms, Lee et al. have
developed a centrifugal platform which traps cells singly using slanted pits in a spiral
microfluidic channel [126]. This assay was used to monitor cytotoxicity due to
treatment with paraformaldehyde and to fluorescently differentiate dead HEK293 cells
from live HEK293 cells as a result of UV illumination. A capture efficiency of ~80%
was obtained for a sample size of 600 cells. In a similar scheme, Kubo et al. isolated
multiple and single jurkat cells within non-branching and branching microchannel
designs [127]. Following rotation at 4500 rpm for 30s, 93% of fluorescently stained
cells were found to be alive using a fluorescense microscope. The branching and nonbranching microchannel designs and resulting fluorescence images can be seen in
Figure 1.10.
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

Figure 1.10: (I) Schematic of the g-DLD microfluidic device, with particles moving along
different displacement paths due to the gravity induced DLD [125]. (II) Illustration of the paths
taken by 4.32μm, 10μm, 15μm and 20μm beads, showing differentiation between all of the
particles at a given forcing angle of 15o, with gravity in the horizontal direction as illustrated by
the arrow (inset). (III) Schematic of non-branched and branched network of microchannels and
microchambers on the centrifugal microfluidic platform developed by Kubo et al. [127]. For the
non-branched network, which consisted of 24 microchannels and microchambers, 93% of cells
were observed to be alive and 7% were found to be dead after centrifugation at 4500rpm for
30seconds, in good agreement with the original cell solution. The branched network consisted
of 12 microchannels, with three bifurcations per microchannel. (IV) Top image: Fluorescence
microscopy images of a non-branched microchamber, with living cells indicated in green and
dead cells indicated in red. (IV) Bottom image: Fluorescence microscopy images of a branched
microchamber, with a single living jurkat cell indicated in green, captured following
centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 30 s.

1.5.2 Arrays of Geometric Traps for Cell and Bioparticle Analysis and Capture
The use of geometric traps for cell and bioparticle capture and assaying is particularly
well-tailored for centrifugal microfluidic platforms in stopped flow conditions. In
addition, as the reader will see in section 1.6.2, array based trapping of single cells lends
itself toward optical detection and imaging in a variety of useful forms for POC
diagnostics. The V-Cup geometric trap technology utilised by Burger et al.[129-132] for
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multiplexed bead-based and cell-based immunoassays was originally a modification of
the U-shaped trapping structure developed by Di Carlo et al.[133] on an externally
pumped microfluidic platform (see Figure 1.11). Di Carlo et al. utilised geometric traps
on a pumped, flow-based microfluidic platform resulting in a high capture efficiency of
HeLa, 293T and Jurkat cells. Burger et al. improved upon the above approach by
optimising and integrating this technology on a stopped-flow centrifugal platform,
altering shape of the cups and the arrangement of the arrays to optimise bioparticle and
cell capture. Figure 1.11 illustrates the original platform developed by Di Carlo et al.
[133] and the centrifugally driven alternative by Burger et al. [129-132]. Further
discussion of the relevance of this platform to the work in this thesis will be carried out
in section 3.1 of Chapter 3.
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(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

Figure 1.11: (I) Illustration of single cell isolation on U-shaped geometric platform developed
by Di Carlo et al. [133] The 40um high PDMS structures include a 2um gap between the PDMS
and glass substrate – enabling a quantity of the fluid streamlines to enter the traps during
pressure driven flow. Once a cell is captured in the U-shaped trap, it acts as a seal, leading to a
decrease in the streamlines proceeding through the 2um gap. (II) Phase contrast image of an
array of captured single cells. (III) Phase contrast micrograph images of cells trapping in traps
of 10um, 15um, 30um and 60um in height. As expected, the number of cells trapped in each
geometric trap increases with size, with single-cell capture more likely with decreased trap size.
This scaling effect was also observed by Burger et al. [129-132], in their alternative stoppedflow and centrifugally driven platform, Figure (III) [131]. (IV)-(V) Beads are captured in the
shifted V-Cup arrays by sedimentation due to the centrifugal force in stopped flow conditions,
with almost 100% capture efficiency observed.[modified from [129]] This platform
demonstrated bead-based and cell-based multiplexed immunoassays, with fluorescence images
of the single cell capture of (IV) RPMI plasma cells (red) in solution, spiked with MCF-7 cells
(red, and blue for multiplexed discrimination) and (V) HeLa cells (red) and MCF-7 (red, and
green for multiplexed discrimination).
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1.5.3 Microcontact Printing for Cell Capture and Detection
A final cell capture and counting technique sometimes utilised in microfluidic platforms
is microcontact printing [134-137]. The typical process for microcontact printing is
outlined in Figure 1.12. A functionalised substrate (usually glass or silicon) is printed
with a protein e.g. an antibody by a photolithographically fabricated PDMS stamp. The
stamp is “inked” with the binding protein and the stamp is brought in contact with the
functionalised surface. This enables cells and other biomaterials to adhere to a surface
and be detected using typical optical detection methods e.g. fluorescence microscopy.
Microcontact printing will be further discussed in sections 2.2 and 3.2.

Figure 1.12: Schematic of the PDMS stamp fabrication and micro-contact printing processes
[134]. Once the liquid PDMS polymer has cured on the mould, a replica can be used as a
hydrophobic stamp. The protein of interest is deposited onto the PDMS substrate, forming a
monolayer of protein on its surface. The “stamp” can then be used to create micron and even
nanometer sized spots on functionalised substrates for biomolecule and cell capture.

1.6 Optical Detection in Inertial and Centrifugally-Driven Microfluidic
Platforms
1.6.1 Introduction to Optical Detection
To complement the rapid expansion of diagnostic capabilities on microfluidic
and centrifugal microfluidic devices in recent times, new detection and imaging
technologies have been developed in parallel to produce inexpensive, usable and
accurate diagnostic platforms. Optical detection is the most widely used form of
detection on these platforms due to its superior sensitivity, specificity and the wide array
of sensing techniques available. While alternative detection methods including
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electrochemical, impedance or colorimetric based systems may be more compact and
cost-effective when compared to conventional optical systems, modern microfluidic
devices have moved towards smaller and more easily integrated optical components,
which can avoid these issues. A range of optical detection schemes including
interferometric, absorbance and fluorescence measurements and Raman spectroscopy
have been used for a variety of different microfluidic and cell-based assays[138-140], as
illustrated in Figure

1.1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.13 (a)-(c) Various optical detection regimes for biomedical diagnostics on microfluidic
platforms [141-144]. (a) Steigert et al. developed a centrifugally-driven platform for the
measurement of alcohol concentration in whole blood [141]. The assay sensitivity compared
favourably with common breath analysers and greatly improves upon the typical assay time of
6-8 minutes, producing accurate results in just 100 seconds. (b) Zhu et al. successfully
performed flow cytometry on a miniaturised microfludic platform, through the addition of some
small optical and electronic components on a standard cell phone [142]. Figure (c) illustrates
the resolution of green fluorescent beads with diameters of 4μm and 2 μm. The raw cell-phone
images of these fluorescent beads is illustrated in the top row, while the bottom row shows a
comparative series of images of the same particles obtained using a 40 x microscope objective
lens (NA = 0.65) on a standard fluorescent microscope. In addition, Zhu et al. performed white
blood cell flow cytometry on concentrations of WBCs of 4000 – 8000 cells/μL, demonstrating a
good agreement between this miniaturised technology and the commercially available
haematology analyzer (Sysmex KX-21N)
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(d)

(e)

Figure 1.13: (d)-(e) (d) Surface plasmon resonance detection regimes for biomedical
diagnostics on microfluidic platforms The Spreeta 2000 system developed by Chinowsky et al.
[143]. utilises Surface Plasmon Resonance techniques to carry out an automated assay for
mouse IgG. This device produced a limit of detection of 80pM for mouse IgG, which is
comparable to standard ELISA assays, on a compact, high speed and low noise platform. (e) Liu
and Lee demonstrated the potential that SERS technology offers to improved sensitivity on
microfluidic sensing platforms [144]. Improvements in signal by a factor of 10 7 were recorded
when the Ag/PDMS nanowell design in Figure (e) above was compared to a smooth Ag layer on
PDMS for the detection of Rhodamine 6G and adenosine samples.

These platforms have demonstrated detection, counting and imaging capabilities to rival
their much more costly and bulky laboratory based counterparts and have been the
subject of a number of excellent reviews [138-140]. Of particular interest to the research
community is the application of lensfree holography and contact imaging techniques to
inertial and centrifugal microfluidic platforms [145,146]. The simplicity and costeffectiveness of employing these techniques for optical detection serves to make them
very attractive for lab-on-a-chip point-of-care applications. The basic operating
principle of holographic and contact-imaging is outlined in Figure 1.14.The importance
of these techniques for cell detection and imaging applications is clearly evident in the
ground-breaking research being carried out by groups such as Ozcan and Zhu et
al.[142], as referred to previously. Further examples of the optical capabilities of
lensfree techniques for cell imaging can been seen in Figure 1.15.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.14: (a) Schematic of typical digital in line holography (DIH) configuration, with
coherent light source. [Modified from [146]] Z1 is the distance from the pinhole to the object,
with Z2 representing the distance from the image plane to the object. (b) Schematic of typical
contact imaging configuration, with incoherent light source.[Modified from [146]] Z1 is the
distance from the pinhole to the object, with Z2 representing the distance from the image plane
to the object. In contrast to coherent DIH, the object is placed much closer to the sensor plane
(~1-5mm), with a distance from the object to the pinhole of ~40-100mm.
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(I)

(II)

Figure 1.15: (I)-(II) Illustration of lensfree holographic imaging using inexpensive and
compact optical and electronic components by Stybayeva et al. [147]. The left image (I) shows
the experimental configuration for this device, while the right image (II) compares the
resolution of CD4 and CD8 cells on 200μm antibody spots obtained using a 10x objective
microscope lens, the raw images from holographic set up developed by Stybayeva et al. and the
reconstructed holographic images. Bottom image: (a) - (c) Lensless CD4+ cell counting on a
microfluidic platform by Moon et al. [148]. When light falls on the cells from the guided white
light source, the cells diffract and transmit light onto the CDD, creating a shadow image in just
1 second. This device demonstrated CD4+ counts for HIV monitoring within 10 minutes from a
whole blood sample.
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These groups have taken advantage of the continued development of smaller and more
cost effective electronics coupled with the widespread availability of inexpensive
mobile phones to produce integrated, compact and cost effective imaging devices for
microfluidic technologies. With the price of cell phones likely to drop further and the
continued expansion of wireless networks globally, this area of optical detection is
likely to have an even greater impact on the field of point-of-care diagnostics in years to
come. This will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
As stated above, recent developments in the field of optical detection for
biomedical platforms illustrate how scientists and clinicians alike are moving away
from the typically bulky free-space optics and detection platforms towards smaller,
more integrated systems. The miniaturisation of light sources and optical detectors, i.e.
LEDs, laser diodes, CCDs and CMOS chips, allows for the elimination of a number of
time-consuming and cumbersome alignment steps with “off-chip” light sources and
detectors. This is of key importance not only for low resource environments but also for
the integration of light sources and detectors onto centrifugally driven microfluidic
platforms.
While all of the aforementioned methods have been used to great effect when
coupled with inertial microfluidic platforms as illustrated above, the integration of these
technologies onto centrifugal platforms remains in the early stages. As the aim of this
thesis is to develop components towards an integrated sample-to-answer lab-on-a-chip
device for 3-fold WBC differentiation, the following sections will give a brief overview
of the approaches to optical detection on centrifugal platforms, noting recent examples
of state of the art centrifugo-optical techniques. The focus of the review will then shift
to optofluidic platforms; i.e. integrated systems combining microphotonic and
microfluidic technologies. Finally, the author will outline how this optofluidic approach
could be integrated onto a centrifugal platform, such as the one described in this thesis,
for cell detection, counting and imaging.
1.6.2 Optical Detection and Imaging for Centrifugal Microfluidic Platforms
As elucidated clearly in section 1.2.1, centrifugo-microfluidic platforms offer many
advantages over their inertial counterparts for liquid handling and, therefore, diagnostic
applications. These advantages can also be utilised when developing suitable optical
detection technologies. For example, the rotational actuation scheme that is a standard
on all centrifugal microfluidic platforms enables periodic and jitter free motion due to
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the static nature of the spinning motor. In addition, the intrinsic 1D scanning capability
of the platform lends itself to automated scanning and detection of biomolecules. The
1D scanning capability of the platform can be further enhanced through the addition of a
simple linear motor, creating a scheme analogous to that of an optical disc drive. This
approach has been used to great effect in the detection of microparticles and
biomolecules by ODDs and modified ODDs, as we will see in the discussion that
follows. It should be noted, however, that there are numerous challenges associated with
carrying out optical detection at a comparable level to inertial systems. The predominant
issues are associated with disc wobble during rotation, the stopping of the motor, and
therefore the disc, at a predefined location and the alignment of off-chip optical
detection systems and the rotating disc.
King et al. have recently completed a comprehensive review of optical detection
methods on centrifugal platforms [149], which can broadly be divided into two
categories:


Lab-on-a-chip systems with integrated laboratory unit operations (LUOs) and on
rotor/on disc based optical detection systems.



“Bio-CD” platforms, which use a functionalised reflective surface (similar to a
conventional) CD to carry out interferometric detection.

The first category can be further divided into label-free and label-based optical detection
schemes. Label free detection techniques usually take the form of absorbance; scattering
or total internal reflection (TIR), based regimes. A recent example of absorbance based
optical detection on centrifugally-driven microfluidic platforms by Steigert et al. can be
seen in Figure 1.16 [141].
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Figure 1.16 Illustration of the working concept of absorbance based centrifugal microfluidic
platform using total internal reflection techniques. (A) As the disc is spun, the samples of
interest are driven into the measurement chamber, where (B) V-shaped grooves deflect the input
beam from the laser diode through the sample and out to the detector. This assay successfully
measured the concentration of glucose [150], haemoglobin[151], and alcohol[141] in human
whole blood, with a LOD of 200μM achieved for glucose sensing applications.

In this example by Steigert et al. the optical path length (Iopt) is lengthened by a factor
of 10 through the use of total internal reflection, increasing the signal level and
therefore the sensitivity of absorbance based systems. The technique employed by
Grumann et al. was expanded to precisely measure liquid volumes, flow rates and
viscosities by Hoffman et al. [152]. In Hoffman's design, a line laser and linear image
sensor array were mounted on a stationary plastic platform and enabled the detection of
the gas-liquid interface on the centrifugal microfluidic platform up to frequencies of
30Hz. In the case of scattering based optical detection, both elastic scattering in the
form of Mie and Rayleigh scattering [153] and inelastic techniques such as surface
plasmon [154] and surface-enhanced plasmon resonance[155-158] have been utilised.
These methods have been used successfully by Kim et al. to detect and image
microparticles [155], while Choi et al. [156], Cho et al. [157] and Han et al. [158] have
demonstrated surface-enhanced Raman detection of biomolecules.
In contrast to the techniques discussed above, label-based optical detection is
typically used in the form of a fluorescent secondary antibody as part of an enzyme
linked immunoassay (ELIZA), for the detection of analytes and biomolecules of
interest. This approach increases the sensitivity of the assay compared to the commonly
used absorbance based ELIZA platform and has been integrated onto a number of
assays by Burger et al.[129-132] and Lee et al.[126], as illustrated in Figure 1.17.
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Figure 1.17: (a) & (b) Fluorescence-based detection of beads and cells on centrifugally
actuated microfluidic platforms. As discussed in section 1.5.1 on gravity driven cell capture
platforms, Lee et al. have developed a centrifugal platform which traps cells singly using
slanted pits in a spiral microfluidic channel [126]. UV illumination was utilised with fluorescent
tagging and a CCD (charge coupled device) camera to differentiate dead HEK293 cells from
live HEK293 cells, as illustrated in Figure (b). (c) The V-Cup capture structure discussed in
section 1.5.2 developed by Burger et al. [132] utilised fluorescent tagging to image polystyrene
beads of 12.5μm in diameter (scale bar 50μm), as well as cells such as the HL-60 cells captured
singly in Figure (d) above. The optical set up mounted on a centrifugal test stand platform
includes an infrared laser for cell and bead manipulation, a 488nm excitation wavelength laser,
which is also equipped with 6 optical filters for multi-colour fluorescence detection and a
secondary camera (TXG 14f, Baumer) to image cell and bead manipulation using the optical
tweezers.

Further to the aforementioned work, Nwankire et al. [159] have exploited optical
techniques such as supercritical angle fluorescence (SAF) (Figure 1.18 that follows) to
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reduce cost and complexity of the detection system, while maintaining the superior
sensitivity associated with label-based systems. Using small and relatively inexpensive
optical components such as a focussing lens, a 635-nm, 5-nW laser diode (Hitachi,
Ireland), a spherical ring lens structure and a photomultiplier tube (PMT), an optical
detection system capable of carrying out human IgG immunoassays was developed.
[159]

C

Figure 1.18: (A) Schematic of the optical path direction of Supercritical Angle Fluorescence
detection principle by Nwankire et al. [159], showing the collection of supercritical angle
emission using the novel SAF chip. Inset: Photograph of the prototype system (with and without
the protective casing), centrifugal microfluidic set up and laptop for control of the centrifugal
system, photo-multiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu, Japan) for fluorescence detection and a 635nm, 5-nW laser diode (Hitachi, Ireland) for fluorescence excitation. (B) Schematic of SAF
optical detection set up. (C) Schematic of the immunoassay binding procedure; with the
fluorescently tagged biotinylated antibody attached to the human IgG, resulting in its capture on
the APTES functionalised surface by streptavidin adhesion.[Modified from [159]]

This centrifugal “test-stand” approach to cell capture, detection and imaging has been
developed, from its early inception by Grumann et al. [160], to detect and image a
variety of cells such as circulating endothelial cells (CECs) from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells, Jurkat and HL60 cells. These examples are discussed further in the
review by King et al. [149].
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Another approach to optical detection on centrifugal platforms centres on
spinning disc interferometry on standard and modified optical disc drives (ODD) (i.e.
1D and 2D) [161,162]. These readout schemes have been used to great effect in the
detection and imaging of immobilised biomaterials on centrifugo-microfluidic
platforms. The suitability of applying spinning disc interferometry to centrifugalmicrofluidic platforms is clearly evidenced by Nolte et al in his review article in 2009
[29]. In one example by Nolte et al., a sensitivity of 100pg/ml for the target antigen was
obtained using spinning-disc interferometry, which facilitated a 64-fold multiplexed
assay, with a total of 32,000 assays per Bio-CD, illustrating the high-sensitivity and
high-throughput of such platforms. However, while this technique has been successfully
employed in other centrifugo-microfluidic assays [163-165], it relies on bulky and
expensive optical instruments, particularly when compared to alternatives such as ODD
detection. Due to the widespread availability and ever decreasing cost of ODDs,
coupled with their associated high data resolution, ODDs are an attractive alternative to
other spinning disc technologies. In addition, the 2D linear scanning functionality of
standard ODDs can be expanded to carry out 2D imaging, in an analogous manner to a
laser scanning microscope[166]. Figure 1.19 that follows illustrates some examples of
standard ODD and modified ODD detection and imaging systems on centrifugomicrofluidic platforms. Through the addition of simple photonics such as a photodiode,
Ramachandraiah et al. created a 2D laser scanning microscope (Figure 1.19), which
successfully imaged microparticles and blood-borne CD4+ cells [166].
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Figure 1.19 (A) Schematic of the modified 2D scanning DVD drive detection platform
developed by Ramachandraiah et al. [166]. (B) Illustration the operating principle of the
platform, which includes an additional photodiode to detect the ODD laser light transmitted
through the polymeric platform. 2D images of beads of various sizes (1μm, 2.8μm and 5μm) as
well as blood-borne CD4+ cells have been recorded. (C) Schematic of the microparticle/cell
detection platform developed by Imaad et al. [167] using a standard ODD. A standard
polycarbonate rewritable CD is written with a repeating binary pattern of “100 100 100..”. The
CD is then milled down into the polycarbonate layer to accommodate a PDMS microfluidic
layer, while maintaining the maximum CD thickness of 1.2mm. When the microparticles/cells
of interest are inserted into the platform, they produce errors due to the scattering of the laser
light incident on the CD. These errors can be used to create a calibration curve and therefore
detect the number of particles in the assay.

As illustrated in Figure 1.19 and in the literature [166,167], standard ODDs have been
used for the detection and counting of microparticles and CHO cells, while DNA
hybridization reactions; protein-protein interaction and biotin-streptavidin binding were
monitored on a functionalised Bio-CD surface [168-170].

With similar small

modifications to those carried out by Ramachandraiah et al., such as additional
photodiodes or laser based detectors, researchers have managed to study genomic
information, measure DNA microarrays and perform immunoassays on these Bio-CD
platforms.
For the further development and future success of centrifugal microfluidic
platforms for diagnostic applications, suitable optical detection platforms must be
developed towards full integration and commercialisation. A number of the optical
detection platforms referenced in the previous section, such as the Discipher platform
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developed by Ling Vitae and outlined in Figure 1.19 previously, are either in the process
of or have already been made commercially available, and a review of these devices has
been compiled by Chin et al. [26]. For further discussion on state-of-the-art
developments in the field of centrifugo-optical detection, including a comprehensive list
of the functionality and applications of recently developed “on disc” and “BioCD”
platforms, the reader is directed to the aforementioned review by King et al. [149]. The
remainder of this section will focus on optofluidics and the advantages of using
optofluidic techniques for detection on microfluidic platforms.

1.6.3 Optofluidics
As outlined in the introduction, optofluidics is the marriage of miniaturised photonics
and microfluidics on a single platform. This approach enables greater miniaturisation
and enhanced sensing capabilities for typical lab-on-a-chip biomedical diagnostic and
analytical devices. Fully integrated optofluidic devices are more compact, sensitive and,
unlike off-chip optical detection systems, can circumvent the same cumbersome
alignment steps by using embedded, miniaturised light sources and detectors. The
general structure of an optofluidic chip is outlined in Figure 1.20.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1.20 A simplified schematic of a typical optofluidic device. (a) The top layer consists of
the inlet and outlet holes and microfluidic controls such as valves and pumps. (b) The second
layer consists of microfluidic reservoirs and channels. (c) The third and final layer usually
consists of the optical detection components such as light sources, waveguides and a variety of
light detection elements.

The development of highly sensitive and miniaturised optical components such as
optofluidic waveguides, lenses, switches and filters has begun to revolutionise the field
of miniaturised optical sensors. The three typical optofluidic configurations, as well as a
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discussion of some of the most notable technologies in the field today will be outlined
in the section that follows.

1.6.4 Optofluidic Systems – Structure and Materials
Optofluidic devices can generally be divided into three main categories; (1) fluids in
solids, (2) fluids in fluids and (3) solids in fluids. These three categories will be briefly
explained below.
(1) Fluids in solids
These devices utilise the control of liquids of different refractive indices through
microfluidic channels, usually of dimensions larger than the wavelength of light, to
transfer and deflect light as needed through an optofluidic device. A good example of
this is the ARROW [171,172] – or anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguides.
ARROWs operate on the reverse principle of most solid core waveguides; with a higher
refractive index solid, coated in an anti-resonant layer, encasing a lower refractive index
air or liquid core. Figure 1.21 provides a schematic of the typical ARROW structure, as
well as an SEM image of the same.

Figure 1.21 ARROW optofluidic configuration. [171] On the left the hollow core, silicon
cladding and dielectric anti-resonant layers of the ARROW are illustrated. The image on the
right is a transverse SEM image of the ARROW.
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(2) Solids in fluids
Solids can be incorporated into the liquid phase of an optofluidic device to form
colloidal suspensions. These solids can then be used to change the optical properties of
the liquid or to control the transmitted light in a variety of ways. Suspended solids much
lower in size than the wavelength of the light passing through the device can be used to
change the optical properties of the fluid e.g. its refractive index [153]. Suspended
solids much larger in size than the wavelength of the light passing through the device
can be used to focus the incident light like spherical lenses[153], as illustrated in
Figures 1.22 and 1.23 that follow. These larger solids can be controlled using optical
tweezers[173,174], or, in the case of ferromagnetic solids, by magnets embedded in the
device or suspended above it [175]. The reader is directed to a thorough review
completed by Lee et al.[176] for a more detailed discussion on the use of colloidal
suspensions in optofluidic technology.

Figure 1.22 Ray schematic of the focusing of light through a “lensing microsphere” i.e. a solid
much larger than the wavelength of light transmitting through the colloidal suspension [177].
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Figure 1.23 (a) Illustration of how an optical tweezers can be used to produce switching in a
“solid-fluid” optofluidic device [Modified from [176]]. The optical tweezers can hold the
microsphere in the path of the incident and output waveguides until switching is necessary.
Finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation of the electromagnetic field of the
microsphere (b) In the beam centre; (c) off centre and (d) leaving the beam [176].

(3) Fluids in fluids
These devices exhibit even greater flexibility and tunability than fluid in solid regimes,
particularly in waveguide-like configurations, as illustrated by Wolfe et al. [178] in the
L2 waveguides. A high refractive index liquid is surrounded by a lower refractive index
liquid cladding, enabling light to move within the core using total internal reflection
(TIR). While external pumping and actuation mechanisms are still frequently used for
optofluidic systems, some recent research has centred on addressing these issues. L2
waveguides have been utilised by Vezenov et al. to develop an integrated fluorescent
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light source for optofluidic applications by adding a fluorescent dye to the liquid core,
as seen in Figure 1.24 [179]. Both liquids can be replaced or rerouted at will using
microfluidic channels.

Figure 1.24 Schematic outlining the general set up of the fluorescent L2 waveguide light source,
developed by Vezenov et al.[179]. (a) The microfluidic channels are fabricated in PDMS, with a
core liquid of Rhodamine 6G dye in ethelyne glycol and a cladding liquid of water. The central
region was optically pumped using a collimated beam from a 150 W quartz halogen lamp,
perpendicular to the channel. (b) Transverse cross section of the output region, illustrating the
area which was imaged using both a Si photodiode and a CCD camera.

By varying the composition of the liquid core, the emission wavelength of the laser can
be controlled [178]. Additionally, manipulation of the fluid flow rates can facilitate
control over the output beam size of the laser and its intensity [179]. It is clear from the
evidence above, therefore, that the L2 laser source offers a great deal of promise in
providing a highly tunable, efficient and integrated light source for a number of
optofluidic applications. Other applications demonstrated by Wolfe et al. [178] include
optical switches (Figure 1.25) and evanescent couplers (Figure 1.26), which have been
created by changing the respective flow rate of the liquids to facilitate further control
over the guided light. More recently, Testa et al. have demonstrated an integrated
tunable 3D optical fiber by utilising a novel hydrodynamic focusing scheme [180].
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Figure 1.25: General outline of optical switch developed by Wolfe et al. [178]. (A) Microfluidic
optofluidic device, fabricated in PDMS. Deionised water was used as a cladding layer, while a
5M aqueous solution of CaCl2 was used as a high refractive index core material.(B) Optical
micrographs illustrating that the user can switch the direction of the light transmission by
controlling the fluid flow in the core and cladding layers of the liquid-liquid waveguide. The
core fluid is dyed for ease of imaging.

Figure 1.26: General outline of an evanescent coupler developed by Wolfe et al. [178]. (A)
Microfluidic design of the optofluidic device, fabricated in PDMS. (B) Schematic of the input
area of the microfluidic channels. (C) & (D) Optical micrographs of the coupling and output
regions liquid-liquid waveguide.
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As a result of the aforementioned work there is huge scope for developing new
fabrication methods for the integration of optofluidic components into centrifugally
driven microfluidic systems. One recent approach towards the development of fully
integrated optofluidic devices is the formation of embedded waveguides within
polymers such as PMMA [181-182]. Attempts have been made to micromachine a
number of other polymeric substrates such as COP and polystyrene with femtosecond
lasers, but these polymers did not retain their optical transparency [183]. As a result of
this, PMMA is generally favoured for this approach, due to its low cost, thermal
stability, optical transparency and widespread use in lab on a chip devices. A recent
example of this fabrication process can be found in an article by Sowa et al. [181],
where embedded symmetric waveguides were created in PMMA by a 1kHz Ti:Sapphire
femtosecond laser with laser pulse widths of 85fs, and a wavelength of 800nm. The
refractive index of the core of the PMMA is increased by 4.6x10-4, which results in a
single mode waveguide for transmission at 632.8 nm and a directional coupler which
splits the incident light into a ratio of 1:1. Additionally, femtosecond laser pulses can be
used to form diffraction gratings within the PMMA surface [184,185] as well as ablating
microfluidic channels into PMMA substrates [186,187].
While fully integrated optofluidic platforms, to the author’s knowledge, have yet
to be realised on PMMA, a 2007 publication by Osellame et al. [188] stated that they
had successfully manufactured both microfluidic channels and optical waveguides on
the same glass substrate, enabling fluorescence measurements to be carried out on-chip.
It is clear, therefore, that the possibilities for extending this work further in the area of
centrifugo-optofluidics research are vast. Although this fabrication technique is not as
straightforward or low cost due to the complexity and cost of operating a femtosecond
laser, it illustrates another field of research that is pushing towards full microfluidic and
optical integration on lab-on-a-chip platforms. Another promising method under
investigation is the use of organic photocurable materials such as sol-gels or selectively
irradiated polymers, such as PMMA, as optofluidic materials. These materials would be
used as an alternative to PDMS, which, while offering many favourable properties for
rapid and inexpensive fabrication for microfluidic platforms, does not have the same
level of optical tunability as the aforementioned sol-gel and PMMA materials. In the
case of sol-gels and irradiated polymers, the same base material can be used to form
both the microfluidic and optical components of the chip, usually with just a few
fabrication steps. Copperwhite et al. [189] have taken the first steps in forming a fully
integrated evanescent wave based biosensor, utilising photocurable sol-gels to make
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high quality, low loss waveguides and microfluidic channels on the same platform.
Figure 1.27 illustrates the fabrication process of the integrated microfluidic network on
planar waveguides on a silicon substrate.

Figure 1.27: Schematic of the fabrication steps involved in creating an integrated sol gel
optofluidic platform [189]. Initially the sol-gel waveguide is formed using spin-coating and
photolithography techniques, followed by a similar step-wise process for the surrounding
microfluidic channels.

A variety of microfluidic channels were fabricated in the sol-gel material, including
straight channels, serpentine channels and micropillar arrays to assist capillary action.
The platform outlined in Figure 1.27 was successfully fabricated, as can be seen in
Figure 1.28 that follows. The microfluidic channels were treated with an O2 plasma to
make them hydrophillic and thus enable capillary flow.

Figure 1.28: Intersecting microfluidic channels and planar waveguides. Fluid flow (a) before
and (b) after crossing over the waveguide. [189]

This resulted in flow rates of between 0.012 μL/mm and 0.018 μL/mm of green food
dye in H2O. While the article by Copperwhite et al. [189] shows huge promise for fully
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integrated systems, further work needs to be done to test the performance and limit of
detection of this scheme when implemented as a working biosensor. More importantly,
there is huge scope for adapting this platform to a centrifugally driven system rather
than one that depends on capillary flow or pump driven flow. While the O2 plasma
treatment is used to enhance the capillary flow in the above article, its effect is
temporary and significant hydrophobic recovery ensues in less than 24hrs. This makes
the medium to long term storage of this sensing device non-viable as flow rates will
significantly reduce over time. A centrifugal platform employing sol-gel technology
could produce a reliable, efficient and sensitive biosensor. However, in order to produce
a low cost, easily fabricated and centrifugally compatible platform, the silicon substrate
used above would need to be replaced with a polymer such as PMMA. This work will
be discussed further in sections 2.3 and 3.3, with a view towards the integration of solgel waveguiding materials onto centrifugo-optofluidic platforms. Balslev et al. have
successfully demonstrated a fully integrated monolithic lab-on-a-chip device including
an “on-chip optically pumped liquid dye laser, waveguides and fluidic channels with
passive diffusive mixers, all defined in one layer of SU-8 polymer, as well as embedded
photodiodes in the silicon substrate” [190]. A schematic of the general layout of the chip
and an image of the main features of the chip can be seen in Figure 1.29.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.29: (a) Schematic of the materials used to fabricate the integrated optofluidic lab on a
chip device. (b) Photograph of the optofluidic chip [190].

A distributed feedback dye-laser was constructed using SU-8 gratings, while the
microfluidic channels, which were also fabricated in SU-8, deliver fluorescent dye to
the laser and provide mixing capabilities for the analytes. SU-8 slab waveguides carry
the transmitted light to an integrated, on chip photodiode. In this way absorbance
measurements can be carried out on a single optofluidic chip. Therefore, taking our own
results and the work of Balslev et al. [190] into account, a fully integrated solgel/PMMA centrifugo-optofluidic device could be fabricated using photolithographic
steps similar to those in section 1.30. A visualisation of the proposed fully integrated
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sol-gel/PMMA centrifugo-optofluidic can be seen in Figure 1.30.

Optofluidic light source and detection components

Sol-gel microfluidic
reservoirs and channels

Sol-Gel waveguides
PMMA substrate with centre
hole for spinning step using a
brushless motor.

Figure 1.30 The proposed integrated centrifugo-optofluidic sol-gel platform, with four sensing
areas. Integrated sol-gel waveguides and micofluidic channels are constructed using hybrid
photocurable sol-gel materials, on a PMMA substrate, as outlined in section 2.3. Suitable
optofluidic light sources and detectors could be integrated on chip to provide a fully integrated
optofluidic platform. The centrifugo-optofluidic disc can then be spun using an external motor
to perform analyte delivery, metering and mixing steps.

There are many advantages to this proposed system; low cost of materials and
fabrication, rapid fabrication times, high sensitivity, and the full integration of
microfluidics and optics on a compact and disposable platform. The development of
such a low cost, easy to use disposable optical detection scheme for centrifugomicrofluidic platforms would be a huge step forward for the biomedical diagnostic
research community and the widespread commercialisation of lab-on-a-chip devices.
sections 2.3 and 3.3 will describe the processes, challenges and results associated with
developing such a platform, with chapter 4 outlining further work to develop this
research, as well as areas of likely commercialisation in the near future.
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Chapter 2 - Materials & Fabrication Methods
2.1 Physical Size Filtration Capture and Assaying
2.1.1 Mask Design and Soft Lithography
Photolithographic techniques were employed to construct miniaturised features on
disposable PDMS-PMMA platforms. Initially, the photolithographic masks were
designed on AutoCAD design software and then converted into GERBER format. These
designs were then sent off to JDphoto-tools for processing, with quartz masks used for
features of 10μm or less and acetate masks used for all other designs.
2.1.2 Photolithograpic Mould Fabrication
An OAI 206 CE mask aligner, seen in Figure 2.1, was used for all photolithographic
fabrication, with the exception of section 3.1., where the Karl Suss mask aligner was
used.

Figure 2.1: Photograph of OAI 206 CE mask aligner, featuring a glass mask secured above the
substrate and a Navitar optical set-up to carry out mask alignment. A combination of SU-8
photoresist (Microchem USA), a negative photoresist, and dry film resist (WPR 2100, Dupont,
USA) were deposited onto 4'' silicon wafers for the fabrication of moulds for the PMDS
microfluidic chips. SU-8 is a highly UV sensitive and stable photoresist, which makes it a
popular material for the manufacture of high resolution moulds for soft-lithography [191].

Different spin coater spin speeds and viscosities of SU-8 were used depending on the
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layer thickness needed for mould fabrication. The typical steps for mould fabrication
were as follows:


The silicon wafer was cleaned with isopropanol (IPA) and air-dried using a nitrogen
gun.



~5ml of 3025 SU-8 photoresist was deposited onto the silicon wafer.



A program for a certain thickness was run on a Laurel WS-4032 spin coater, similar
to the model illustrated in Figure 2.2 below. (In most cases there is an initial
acceleration to a slow spin speed such as 500rpm for 10 seconds, followed by
acceleration up to the top spin speed e.g. 3000rpm for 30 seconds, resulting in a
~25 μm layer of 3025 SU-8.)

Figure 2.2: Laurel 400-6NPP spin coater [192].



The wafer was then “soft-baked” on a hot plate at 95oC for 14 minutes. This step
was carried out to prevent sticking of the SU-8 to the glass mask.



The wafer was exposed on an OAI mask aligner (Figure 2.1) with a glass mask.
The exposure time and power varied depending on the size of the features being
exposed. For smaller features e.g. filter structures or cups of ~10μm in size, an
exposure time of ~10 seconds or less, at a power of 360mW/cm2 was optimal. For
larger features on the order of 50um-100um, a 15 second exposure time, at a higher
power of 440mW/cm2 was necessary. It should be noted that the Karl Suss mask
aligner was used to create structures for the microfluidic design outlined in section
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3.1. The exposure times for this mask aligner were greater due to the older UV
lamp used. The OAI mask aligner outlined above was used for all other
photolithographic fabrication.


The SU-8 layer underwent a post-exposure bake for 3 minutes at 95oC on a hot
plate.



Once the wafer had cooled, it was placed into a dish of Microposit EC Solvent
developer, which was rocked for 15 minutes.



Following the development step, the wafer was rinsed with isopropanol and dried
with a nitrogen gun.



A 1 minute hard bake step at 150oC was necessary before the next layers could be
deposited.



For the 200μm layer, 2 layers of 100μm Dupont dry film resist was laminated
(Figure 2.3) onto the SU-8/silicon wafer at a rolling temperature of 95oC.

Figure 2.3: Hot roll laminator for the bonding of dry film resist onto SU-8 coated
silicon wafers.



The wafer was then exposed on the OAI mask aligner for 15 seconds at a power of
440mW/cm2.



After exposure the wafer was baked for 1 minute at 150oC and allowed to cool.



The exposed wafer was developed in a solution of 1.6% K2CO3 for 15 minutes on a
rocker.



Following a wash step with methanol and drying with nitrogen, a hydrophobic
coating was deposited onto the SU-8/dry resist mould. The mould was submerged
in a solution of 10mM Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) (Sigma Aldrich, IRELAND)
in Hexane (Sigma Aldrich, IRELAND) for 2 hours to create a hydrophobic coating,
which prevented the PDMS polymer from sticking to the SU-8 and dry film resist.



The wafer is then rinsed once again with methanol and baked for 1hr at 100oC on a
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hot plate.


The functionalised SU-8 wafer is now ready to use as a mould for soft lithography
applications.

2.1.3 Fabrication of PDMS/PMMA Microfluidic Discs.
To create the physical size filtration features from the SU-8 mould described above, a
ratio of 10:1 w/w PDMS polymer to curing agent was used.


A mixture of 10:1 PDMS polymer to curing agent was measured on a balance,
mixed with a plastic rod and then poured onto the SU-8 mould.



The PDMS was degassed under vacuum for 30 minutes or until all of the
bubbles were removed from the polymer.



The PDMS was then partially cured in the oven at 70oC for 1.5 hrs. The PDMS
was not fully cured to enable a good seal between it and the PDMS/PMMA
backing layer.



Access holes were punched into the PDMS slab using a 2μm harris punch.



A mixture of 20:1 PDMS was spun onto a 4'' PMMA disc at 1000rpm for 90
seconds. This PDMS layer was then partially cured for 1hr in an oven at 70oC.



Finally the PDMS layer and the PDMS/PMMA backing were bonded together
and placed into an oven at 70oC to cure overnight. Figure 2.4 (a) shows the 10:1
PDMS slab, with access holes punched out, with (b) illustrating a side view of
the completed PDMS/PMMA microfluidic disc.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Image of PDMS slab fabricated using soft-lithography, with inlet and outlet
holes removed. (b) Side view of completed PDMS/PMMA disc.
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2.1.4

Geometric Trap/Filter Characterisation – Gold Sputter Coating
Transparent samples, such as those fabricated in PMMA or PDMS, were sputtercoated in nanometer gold layers to obtain a reflective surface for 3D imaging.

Figure 2.5: Photograph of gold sputter-coater apparatus.

The following settings were used in all cases:


Power setting of 100mA



Sputter time of 2 minutes.



Pump hold time of 10minutes.



This process was repeated twice to ensure a sufficiently even layer of gold
across the chip surface.

An example of a gold sputter coated SU-8 surface can be seen in Figure 2.6 that
follows.
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Figure 2.6: Gold sputter coated SU-8 mould, surrounded by PDMS.

2.1.5

Geometric Trap/Filter Characterisation - Optical Profilometry
Following the sputter-coating process of non-reflective samples, a Wyko Optical
profilometer was used to analyse the topography of the samples. In the cases of
the SU-8 moulds this was done to obtain the optimal photolithographic exposure
time for smaller SU-8 features. The shape of the SU-8 features indicated overand under-exposure of samples, which facilitated the optimisation of exposure
time. These patterns will be discussed further in the following sections.
The process for obtaining optical profilometry images for reflective samples was
carried out as follows:



The VSI mode setting was selected on the Veeco software, with settings of a 2mm
step and 3nm resolution. A scan length of 15um was selected.



The interference fringes of the profilometer were then focused on the bottom of the
structures and the sample.



The sample was tilted and rotated until 2-3 high contrast, horizontal interference
fringes were observed in the field of view on the profilometer screen.



The scan function on the profilometer software was then run, resulting in the
profiilometry images in the sections that follow.
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2.1.6 Microfluidic Materials
While a number of photocurable polymers have been used as the basis for microfluidic
devices

such

as

hydrogels[193],

perfluoropolyethers(PFPE)[194],

thermoset

plastics[195], elastomers[196] and photocurable hybrid sol-gels[197,198], PDMS is
generally chosen over its counterparts due to its high optical transparency and quality.
The prototyping of PDMS microfluidic devices is rapid and inexpensive, with
submicron resolution possible using high quality maskless lithographic systems[199].
In addition, PDMS has been successfully used in a number of optofluidic applications
such as dye lasers[200], waveguides[201] and lenses[202]. However, while PDMS
offers many advantages over other polymeric materials for optofluidic device
fabrication, some disadvantages still remain. PDMS swells when put in contact with a
variety of non- polar organic solvents[203]. PDMS is also porous, which can introduce
bubbles into microfluidic systems and prove challenging to the long term storage of
commercial devices due to the risk of evaporation or exposure to air. Despite the
aforementioned issues however, PDMS remains a hugely useful material for the rapid
prototyping and testing of new microfluidic and optofluidic devices, with the ability to
integrate microelectronic and microphotonic components, both reversibly and
irreversibly, proving a significant advantage over a number of its counterparts. By
combining PDMS and the more robust and commercially viable PMMA material, a
number of prototype designs were developed in this work, towards the separation of
biomimetic beads and cells.

2.1.7 Bead Solution Preparation
For all of the size filtration and bead capture tests outlined in section 3.1, the
biomimetic bead solutions were prepared as follows:


0.01g of bovine serum albumin salt was weighed on a balance.



10ml of PBS solution was poured into a cell tube.



The BSA salts were added to the PBS solution and actuated rigorously for 5
minutes or until all of the salts had dissolved.



20μL of bead solution was then mixed with 120μL of the 0.01% w/v BSA in
PBS solution to generate a bead concentration of ~103 beads per μL.
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The beads were then cleaned by spinning them down in a Technico Mini
centrifuge (Fisher Scientific), removing the PBS/BSA liquid, adding 120μL of
fresh solution and re-suspending using a Vortex Genie 2 (Scientific Industries
Inc). This process was repeated twice more to ensure the bead solution is
sufficiently clean.

2.1.8 Cell Preparation
MCF-7 and HeLa cell samples tested in section 3.1.7 were prepared as follows:


Cells were removed from their culture flasks and re-suspended using Trypsin
(Sigma Aldrich) and cell media solution.



Cells were washed in 3mM EDTA media solution by centrifuging them for 3
seconds on a mini centrifuge, then re-suspending using a Vortex Genie 2. This step
was carried out twice to clean the cells sufficiently.

2.2 Microcontact Printing
As outlined in section 1.2.2, microcontact printing is utilised in the research community
for the inexpensive and rapid deposition of multiplexed proteins onto substrates for use
in a variety of biological applications [134,204-206]. PDMS is the favoured material for
the fabrication of stamps for microcontact printing due to its biocompatibility,
permeability to gases and liquids, ease of fabrication, low cost and flexibility. The
following sections will outline the materials and methodologies used to fabricate PDMS
stamps, and prepare these stamps and glass substrates for microcontact printing. In
addition, the microcontact printing process itself will be described, as it was employed
to capture single mammalian cells on a functionalised glass substrate.
2.2.1 PDMS Stamp Fabrication & Functionalisation
PDMS stamps of 10µm, 20µm, 30µm and 40µm in diameter were fabricated using the
design, photolithographic and soft lithography steps outlined in sections 2.1.1 – 2.1.3. A
spin speed of 4000 rpm was used for the 3025-SU8 mould, which resulted in ~10um
high stamp features in the PDMS substrate, as illustrated in the optical profilometry
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image in Figure 2.7 that follows. The PDMS stamp was then cast using soft lithography
methods. The PDMS stamp was functionalised by exposing it to an O2 plasma at
1000mT for 5 minutes. This ensured a hydrophilic stamp surface for the antibody
solution, resulting in a far more uniform coverage of the antibody solution across the
stamp.

Figure 2.7: Optical profilometer image of 10um pillars on the PDMS stamp for microcontact
printing.

2.2.2 APTES Functionalisation of Glass Substrates
A number of variations on the APTES functionalisation of glass and PDMS substrates
based on the Nature protocol by Dixit et al. were undertaken over the course of this
work [207]. Successful functionalisation was indicated by water contact angle of ~ 5060o in the case of post functionalised samples, as a result of increased amine groups on
the sample surface [208]. Following trials of a number of APTES concentrations and
functionalization times (contact angle values outlined in Table 3.2 in section 3.2.2); an
optimised protocol was established for the glass substrates:


The glass substrate was first cleaned with methanol and dried with N2.



The substrate was exposed to a 1000mTorr O2 plasma for five minutes,
resulting in the formation of hydroxyl-OH groups on its surface. This surface
treatment facilitates binding of APTES onto the glass substrate [208].



A 27ml solution of 90% vol/vol EtOH in deionised H2O was prepared.



3ml of APTES liquid (Sigma Aldrich) was added under a fume hood to the
EtOH H2O solution to produce a 90% vol/vol EtOH:APTES solution.



The plasma activated glass substrates were submerged in the APTES
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solution for 45 minutes.


The substrates were then rinsed with 90% EtOH solution, followed by DI
water and were finally baked in an oven at 120oC for two hours to evaporate
the solvent.

This approach and the concentration of 90% vol/vol EtOH:APTES above were used due
to the favourable contact angle measurements of ~57o (section 3.2.2) obtained on the
APTES functionalised glass substrate.
2.2.3 Microcontact Printing Procedure


Following O2 plasma treatment of the PDMS stamp, ~10 μL of the fluorescently
tagged antibody of interest (3μg/ml anti-epcam in PBS in the case of MCF-7
cells) was deposited carefully onto the hydrophilic surface area of the stamp
using a pipette.



The PDMS stamps were then stored in a plastic petri dish containing droplets of
water to prevent the evaporation of the antibody solution during inking. The dish
was covered with a lid and foil to shield the light-sensitive fluorophores in the
antibody from bleaching.



Following 15 minutes of “inking”, the antibody was removed from the stamps
using a pipette and the stamps were air-dried using a nitrogen gun. (This step
was reduced to 5 minutes for each subsequent use of the stamp, due to the initial
absorption of the antibody into the porous PDMS)



Using a tweezers, the PDMS stamps were carefully placed onto the APTES
functionalised glass substrates and gently pressed into contact with the substrate.



The PDMS stamp was left in contact with the substrate for 5 minutes before
being carefully removed with a tweezers.



The substrate was then ready for imaging on a fluorescent microscope and was
covered with foil to prevent further photo-bleaching.

2.2.4 Cell staining and Preparation
In order to image cells on the glass substrate and to differentiate them from fluorescent
antibody spots, a Hoechst 33342 dye (Sigma Aldrich) was added to MCF-7 cells before
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the assay was tested.


Cells were removed from culture cell media and replaced with fresh media
solution.



1-2 drops of dye was added per ml of cells, which were covered in foil and
incubated in a fridge for 15 minutes.

All samples were observed using a fluorescent microscope fitted with the appropriate
filters for the Hoechst dye and FITC fluorophore.

2.3 Optical Detection in Inertial and Centrifugally-Driven Microfluidic
Platforms
2.3.1 Sol-Gel Materials and Synthesis
The hybrid organic-inorganic sol-gel material used in this work to create rectangular
waveguides is composed of a ratio of 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane
(MAPTMS) hybrid precursor, zirconium(IV) n-propoxide (Zr(OPr)4 and methacrylic
acid (MAA, C4H6O2); a chelating agent which stabilises the zirconium precursor in the
presence of strong nucleophilic groups [209]. The ratio of the above materials can be
varied to finely tune the refractive index of the waveguiding structures, through the
formation of a low-refractive index buffer layer (BL), which enables waveguiding in the
higher refractive index guiding layer (GL). An increase in the zirconium propoxide
(ZPO) concentration leads to a linear increase in the refractive index of the material,
while the wettabilty of the sol-gel material is also directly related to the level of ZPO by
the level of condensation in the material as outlined by Copperwhite et al. [189]. A
certain minimum refractive index difference is required between the core of the
waveguide and the “cladding” for single mode or multimode waveguiding to occur, with
a difference of 4 x 10-4 needed between the BL and the GL for single-mode
waveguiding, at an input wavelength of 635 nm. The waveguides were synthesised
using the three-step process outlined in the work of Copperwhite et al. [189], with a
more detailed description of this synthesis in the 2003 article by Oubaha et al. [210].
Following sol-gel synthesis, Irgacure 184; a photoinitator obtained from Ciba Speciality
Chemicals, was added to the sol-gel liquid to enable photo-polymerisation to occur in
the material under UV irradiation. This particular complex was added in a 5% mol
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concentration with respect to the methacrylate groups of MAPTMS, and was used “due
to its high stabilility in zirconium based sol–gel materials” [211]. It is a negative
photoresist and thus, like the SU-8 material used to create moulds for PDMS structures,
regions of sol-gel exposed to UV light remain, while unexposed material is etched
away. Therefore, the parts of a sol-gel coated wafer not exposed to UV light by the
photomask (created using OlympIOS software) are removed by the IPA etchant, while
those exposed remain as waveguiding structures. By altering the composition of these
materials, the waveguides and cladding layers produced can be easily tuned to the
desired refractive index.
To establish working parameters for the fabrication of sol-gel waveguides onto a
new surface such as PMMA, waveguides were first created on a silicon substrate, as in
image 2.8 that follows.

Figure 2.8: Series of diverging 10:2.5:0.25 hybrid sol-gel waveguides on a buffer layer of
10:2.1:0.25 sol-gel material.

Silicon is typically chosen as a base layer due to the ease at which the wafer can be
cleaved along its crystallographic planes. This provides a suitably smooth wafer edge to
enable good coupling of light into and out of the waveguide, a critical feature in the
waveguiding process, as we will see in the results that follow.
The fabrication of waveguides using sol-gel materials is very similar to that of
the creation of structures in SU-8, with some small modifications. Due to the size of the
waveguiding structures; typically on the order of 10um of less in width and height for
rectangular waveguides, the photomasks manufactured by Jdphototools are usually
created on glass to facilitate the high resolution necessary to produce such small
features. In addition, as these materials are highly photosensitive, the UV exposure
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parameters must be carefully modified and tested to ensure that the correct refractive
index is produced. Note that optical profilometry images of waveguides fabricated on
silicon using this technique can be found in the appendix in section 5.1.
The sol-gel deposition process for both approaches was carried out as follows:


Nitrogen was bubbled through IPA liquid for 180 seconds to create an IPA saturated
environment in the Laurell WS 400 BZ spin coater, before the sol-gel was added to
the silicon wafer.



0.8ml of 10:2.1:0.25 sol-gel was deposited onto a quarter of a silicon wafer after
~170 seconds had elapsed i.e. just before the spin coater began to accelerate.



The spin coater was accelerated to 200rpm for 7 seconds and then up to 1000rpm for
35 seconds, to create a 6um buffer layer.



As the spin speed was reduced down to 200rpm for 2 minutes, the N2 gas was turned
off.



For the final minute in the spin coater, air was introduced into the spin coater
gradually, by opening a 2cm diameter hole in the lid.

The following section will outline the next steps in the sol-gel waveguide fabrication
process.
2.3.2 Sol-gel Waveguide Fabrication Process
In this work two configurations of waveguide were fabricated on silicon and PMMA;
embedded waveguides and raised waveguides, with the fabrication steps outlined in
Figure 2.9. Raised waveguides were tested as a proof of concept to investigate the
suitability of producing sol-gel waveguides on PMMA. Embedded waveguides,
composed of an initial buffer layer on the silicon substrate and a UV exposed guiding
layer embedded within, were also fabricated, with a view towards bonding inexpensive,
widely used materials such as PDMS and PMMA directly to the sol-gel surface to create
an integrated optofluidic device.
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Silicon substrate

Silicon substrate

A silicon wafer is cleaned with IPA and dried
with N2 gas

A silicon wafer was cleaned with IPA and
dried with N2 gas

A buffer layer of 10.2.1:0.25 sol-gel was
deposited as outlined in the previous
section and is stabilised with 10mins
exposure on the Karl Suss mask aligner

A buffer layer of 10.2.1:0.25 sol-gel was
deposited as outlined in the previous
section and is stabilised.
with 10mins exposure
on the Karl Suss mask aligner

Stabilised sol-gel BL on silicon

Stabilised sol-gel BL on silicon

A guiding layer of 10:2.5:0.25 was deposited as
before and stabilised and dried on a hotplate
o
for 30 minutes at 100 C. In this case the
substrate was only selectively exposed for
600s to produce a raised waveguide.

A guiding layer of 10:2.5:0.25 sol-gel was
deposited as before and stabilised and
o
dried on a hotplate for 30 mins at 100 C.
The entire substrate was exposed to
UV light for 600s
using the soft contact setting on
the mask aligner,
Stabilised GL on BL

Stabilised GL on BL

Finally the GL was exposed selectively
for 25s with a photolithographic mask,
creating an embedded waveguide
structure.

The sol-gel coated silicon wafer was then
etched with IPA to reveal raised
rectangular waveguides.

(a) Refractive index change induced in

(b) Raised sol-gel waveguide on BL

exposed section of GL (orange), leading
to an embedded optical waveguide

and silicon wafer.

Figure 2.9 Schematics of the stepwise fabrication process for (a) embedded waveguides and (b)
raised waveguides. Initial spin-coating steps are the same for both approaches, with the selective
photolithographic exposure in Figure (b) leading to raised waveguides on the 10:2.1:0.25 buffer
layer. In contrast, the entire guiding layer of the embedded waveguides receives a flood
exposure for 600 seconds, and selective exposure with a photolithographic mask for 25
seconds.
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Chapter 3 – Results & Discussion
3.1 Physical Size Filtration Experiments
As outlined in chapter 1, a wide range of approaches have been utilised by the research
community

such

as

cell

lysis[54],

miniaturised

flow

cytometry[76-83],

dielectrophoresis[95], magnetophoresis[100-109] as well as acoustophoresis[111-114]
and cell encapsulation[115-116] for the separation, selection and capture of cells and
bioparticles from whole blood and from solution. Another method discussed was the
use of gravity based and centrifugally-driven physical size separation of cells, as
demonstrated by the work of Lee et al. [125], Burger et al. [129-132] and Di Carlo et
al.[133] Due to the numerous advantages of the physical size filtration approach over
the alternatives noted above i.e. ease of fabrication and, therefore, prototyping of
platforms, high sample throughput and the elimination of complex cell labelling steps,
this method was favoured in this work for the development of a suitable sample-toanswer platform. In addition, the utilisation of the fluid handling toolkit afforded by the
centrifugal platform makes physical size separation approaches such as the V-Cup
platform developed by Burger et al.[129-133] a viable and logical choice for the
development of a 3-fold differential WBC platform for single cell analysis.
The sections that follow document the results of physical size filtration
experiments carried out on novel centrifugal microfluidic platforms for cell
differentiation and single cell capture. Some initial tests were carried out to gauge the
general size and configuration of the microfluidic channel that would optimise the cell
separating capabilities of the microfluidic chip (section 3.1.1). Once this design was
established, a number of different physical size filtration structures were tested over the
course of the research work, with the functionality of the original structures and the
results of the modified structures employed in this work outlined in sections 3.1.2-3.1.6.
3.1.1 Initial tests on assay dimensions
In order to optimise the likelihood of bead/cell separation for the microfluidic device
being developed, an assessment of some of the fundamental dimensions and parameters
for a new size filtration design were necessary. Some initial tests using 10um and 20um
beads and the following design (Figure 3.1) resulted in a rough quantification of the
chip length needed to induce size separation for the beads in stop-flow conditions. The
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design was made on AutoCAD software and then cut into 1.5mm PMMA using the
Epilog Zing Laser Cutter (30W power).

Input holes

Outlet holes

Figure 3.1: Schematic of autocad design used to create PMMA/PSA chips to test the
sedimentation of 10um and 20um beads at 10Hz. The “x” symbol indicates the centre of
rotation. The narrow channel, parallel to the active assay area, is included to facilitate the
release of pressure and overflow of liquid when the chip is spun at high speeds. Outlets of this
nature are standard in all centrifugal microfluidic designs and are included in all designs that
follow.

The same design was then cut into the top layer of 86um PSA and then the PSA was
used to bond the cut PMMA layer to a backing of 1.5mm PMMA, resulting in a testable
chip. These chips were then inserted into a PMMA chip holder, as seen in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: PMMA chip holder and lid (inset) for single PMMA chip testing. The chips were
secured in this holder using a PMMA “lid”. Spin speeds were limited to ~ 15Hz as movement of
the chips within the holder was too significant at spin speeds above this level for taking high
quality stroboscopic measurements.
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Following loading with 4μL of 0.01% w/v BSA in PBS, a 4μL mixture of 10μm and
20μm beads was inserted into the chips, which were then spun at 10Hz. It was observed
that no notable separation due to differing sedimentation speeds was observed in these
chips. Therefore, it was decided to lengthen chips to quantify the appropriate length for
a physical size filtration design. Following further tests to quantify the appropriate
length of the channels, the first set of filters/cups was set at a distance of at least 2.6cm
from the fluid inlet for all designs thereafter.

2.6cm

V Cup Structures/
Filters

0.29cm
0.29cm
(a)
(b)

Figure 3.3: Schematic of (a) initial PMMA/PSA chip for bead sedimentation and (b)
lengthened chip, including size filtration structures.

The next sections will outline the various centrifugally-driven size filtration
designs tested over the course of this work and the results associated with them. In each
case the chips were designed on AutoCAD software and fabricated as described in
sections 2.1.1-2.1.3, chapter 2. Following disc fabrication, each PDMS chip was
degassed in a vacuum jar for at least 1hr, to remove air from the chip. The chip was
removed from the vacuum jar and immediately filled with a mixture of 4μL 0.01% BSA
in PBS, to ensure stop flow conditions. The chip was then spun at 10Hz to drive the
liquid buffer into the whole chip and to prevent air bubbles from forming, which would
disrupt fluid flow into the chip.
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3.1.2 Filter and V-Cup Design
Using the successful V-Cup chips assays developed by Burger et al. [129] as a basis for
bead capture and separation, a new PDMS size filtration chip was designed, as seen in
Figure 3.4. Polystyrene beads of 5μm, 10μm and 20μm in diameter were used as
biomimetic particles to develop a usable size filtration design, which will eventually be
tested with white blood cells. 6μm V shaped cups were placed at the bottom of the chip,
with 10μm and 15μm filters above.

17.5mm

10.5mm

6mm

8.1mm

11.4mm

Figure 3.4: Schematic of size filtration chips, with zoomed in view of physical size filtration
features. 6μm V shaped cups were placed at the bottom of the chip, with 10μm and 15μm filters
above, creating a structure that should capture 15μm and 10μm beads singly, while allowing the
6μm beads to filter through and become trapped in the 6μm cups.

The maximum and minimum gap sizes in the filters can also be seen in Figure 3.4.
These sizes were chosen to allow smaller particles to get through, while capturing the
target beads singly. These chips were fabricated as outlined in chapter 2, section 2.1.3,
with ~20μm and ~25μm cup/filter heights fabricated using photolitography and PDMS
moulding techniques. The height of the cups and filter structures were verified by
checking the ridge height of the SU-8 layer heights fabricated at different spin speeds
using a Dektak profilometer. For this design and the one that follows in section 3.1.3,
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three SU-8 moulds were fabricated, two of ~20μm feature height and one of ~25μm
feature height. The values recorded from the profilometer are outlined below:

Average

Mould 1 feature
height (μm) –
3025 SU-8 spun
at 3000rpm
25.2

SU-8
Mould
2
feature height (μm) –
3025 SU-8 spun at
3500rpm
21.2

SU-8 Mould 2
feature height (μm)
– 3025 SU-8 spun at
3500rpm
21.8

25.2

21.2

21.9

24.5

21.3

21.6

21.1

21.7

21.2 ± 0.1

21.8 ± 0.1

25.0 ± 0.4

Table 3.1: SU-8 feature height as measured on a Dektak V150 profilometer.

Different feature heights were tested to evaluate which aspect ratio provided the most
effective and consistent results. It was envisaged that when a mixture of 5μm and 10μm
beads were inserted into the chips, that the 5μm beads would occupy the 6μm cups
singly, while the 10μm filters would retain the 10μm beads singly.
Results and Discussion
A volume of 4uL of beads in PBS was loaded into each assay on the chip individually,
so that a real-time video of the bead behaviour entering the chip could be recorded using
the stroboscopic centrifugal set-up. As the 2012 article by Burger et al. [129] states
“...that the spinning frequency does not have a decisive impact on the capture efficiency,
but only on the time required for the sedimentation of the particles.”. The assay in the
work by Burger et al. was spun at speeds of 40Hz initially, to push the beads toward the
obstacles and then a speed of 20Hz. In the same article by Burger et al, the speed was
alternately increased to 40Hz for 10s, using an acceleration of 75 Hz s-1, and then
decreased down to 2Hz for 10s. The “shake-mode” step referenced in the
aforementioned Lab on a Chip paper was utilised in this work to try to reduce the
clogging at the ridge and at the 15μm features.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic outlining the working principle of the centrifugally driven V-Cup bead
capture platform by Burger et al. (a) Buffer is introduced into the V Cup array (b) The disc is
then spun to initiate stagnant flow conditions in the chip. (c)&(g) The bead sample is introduced
into the chip and sediments through the buffer solution, into the V Cup traps. Beads that reach
an already occupied trap sediment downwards until an empty cup is found, due to the staggered
nature of the rows on the v cup array, Figures (h)-(k). Sample and reagent fluids can also be
exchanged in the V-Cup platform, Figures (d)-(f). The reagent is introduced into the inlet and
the device is spun, leading to the exchange of media with little mixing of the sample and reagent
liquid.

In this work the same rate of acceleration was used, with the speed switched from 2.5Hz
to 25Hz, again for 10s at each speed. Unfortunately, while this step was useful for
improving single occupancy of cups in the article by Burger et al, it was not effective in
de-clogging at the 200μm step and at the filters in the design described in this thesis.
Mixtures of 5μm, 10μm and 20μm beads were tested, as well as mixtures of just 5μm
and 10μm beads. As 15μm beads were unavailable, 20μm polystyrene beads were used
to test the filtering ability of the 15μm trapping structures. Figure 3.6 illustrates 20μm
beads captured in 15μm filters:

Figure 3.6: Images of 20μm particles (yellow) captured singly in 15μm filters. Physical size filtration
features are 25μm in height, with the centre of rotation to the right of the images. The line to the right of
the centre of each image is the 200μm PDMS step.
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Unfortunately, the 20μm beads often became clogged at the ridge of the chip or at the
15μm filters, leading to the rest of the chip becoming unusable. This can be seen in
Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Image of clogging of 20μm particles at ridge, obstructing 5μm and 10μm beads
from moving through the chips. While the “shake mode” actuation did alleviate some of the
clogging temporarily, 20μm particles continued to clog in the above design at the ridge and at
some of the 15μm filters.

As this clogging persisted throughout the testing of this design, the results from
inputting a mixture of 5μm and 10μm beads will primarily be discussed in the following
section. Over the course of a number of assay tests, single and double occupancy of
6μm cups with 5 μm beads was observed. Unfortunately, as can be seen in Figure 3.8,
many 10μm beads get also stuck in the 6μm cups.
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Figure 3.8: Image of 10μm beads (blue) and 5μm beads (red) occupying 6μm cups. A mixture
of both beads occupied the cups, as well as each bead type singly. In some cases a mixture of
both beads occupied the cups, while single occupancy of both 5μm and 10μm beads was also
observed.

While these cups are tailored to be small enough prevent their occupancy by any beads
larger than ~6μm, there is clearly some potential for some slightly larger beads to
occupy them, provided that the size difference between the target bead and the cup size
is not too great. This challenge was not encountered in the work of Burger et al. as a
mixture of beads of different sizes was not tested. Each set of cups was tailored
specifically for single bead occupancy with the ratio of bead diameter, bd and cup
diameter bc, equal to one when single occupancy was desired. Furthermore, the
challenge of fabricating suitably resolved cups for 5μm beads involved elongating the
sides of the each cup, potentially leading to a larger capture surface. In addition, the
10μm filters appeared to have demoulded poorly; possibly due to the high aspect ratios
of the 10μm filter structures or the poor resolution of the SU-8 mask. This lead to the
10μm beads to flow over and through the 10μm filters, as illustrated in Figures 3.9 (a) –
(e) that follow, preventing single occupancy capture from occurring.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3.9 (a)-(e) Illustration of a time lapsed sequence of 10μm beads flowing over/past 10μm
filters rather than being captured. This issue is likely to be due to poor demoulding of the PDMS
mould due to high aspect ratios of the features.

In order to alleviate the issues associated with poor demoulding, the exposure time of
the SU-8 structures during the photolithographic process was modified from 52s to 16s
for the Karl Suss mask aligner, in an effort to find a compromise between overexposing
the smaller features and underexposing the larger features. The effects of various
different photolithographic exposure times was evaluated by sputter-coating the SU-8
moulds and using an optical profilometer (as outlined in section 2.1.4-2.1.5) to image
the filter and cup structures. Figure 3.10 illustrates some examples of the effects of
photolithographic overexposure on SU-8 10μm filters, with Figure 3.11 illustrating the
result of near optimal UV exposure on SU-8 structures.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Reversed optical profilometer images of photolithographic overexposure on SU-8 features.
(a) A spin speed of 3500rpm was used with 3025 SU-8 to produce 10μm filters with an exposure time of
52s, with a slower spin speed of 2500rpm used in the case of (b) above. The 10μm filter structures are
clearly distorted and much smaller than expected.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11: Reversed optical profilometer images of 6μm cups and 10μm and 15μm filter
features in SU-8, with a spin speed of 4000rpm of 3025 SU-8 and an exposure time of 20s. The
profilometer images above are reversed to illustrate the likely shape of the demoulded PDMS
features, provided the demoulding process is successful. All features are clearly defined,
although the 10μm filters are slightly overexposed, Figure 3.11 (b).

Clearly, the exposure time of the SU-8 material has a huge impact on the quality of the
SU-8 mould and, consequently, on the PDMS feature resolution. Issues still persisted
with 10μm beads passing through the 10μm filters, despite the optimised exposure time
of 20s, due to the small size of the filter features. With these limitations and the
aforementioned fabrication challenges in mind, a new design based on a series of
differently sized v cups was pursued, as outlined in the following
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section.

3.1.3 Assorted size V-Cup Design
In this second size filtration design, arrays of 6μm, 10μm, 15μm and 20μm cups were
arranged in order of size from small to large, as illustrated in Figure 3.12.

20um

10um

6um

Figure 3.12: Schematic of assorted v-cup features, with zoomed in view of the 6μm, 10μm and
15μm V shaped cups. Chips with combinations of just two cup sizes were also fabricated; of
10μm and 15μm, and 15μm and 20μm cup arrays respectively.

In contrast to the first design, this arrangement was selected based on the nature of
10μm and 20μm V cup occupancy illustrated in the 2012 article by Burger et al. [129].
It was observed that when a cup became occupied by a bead that all other beads moved
around this obstacle until they also occupied a cup singly. An almost 100% occupancy
rate was observed for a low bead to cup ratio i.e. a bead to cup ratio of <<1. In the
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design described in this thesis, there were ~ 4107 cups in the 6μm, 10μm and 15μm
arrangement, ~ 3774 cups in the 10μm and 15μm arrangement and 1736 cups in the
15µm and 20μm arrangement. As the concentration of beads in solution was on the
order of 103 beads per µL of solution, the ratio of beads to cups was ~0.5 in the case of
the 6μm, 10μm and 15μm cup arrangement, when a 2µL sample of bead solution was
tested.
Results and Discussion
This design, based on an assortment of various v-cup arrays arranged on the basis of
size, from small to large was tested with the same spin speeds and acceleration as
outlined for the previous chip design in section 3.1.2. The lengthening of the channels
that was carried out in section 3.1.1 was a crucial element to the success of this chip
design as, by the stop flow, and therefore sedimentation based driving force of the chip,
the larger particles would reach the chip first. This allows the larger beads to move
around the smaller cups and to reside in their specifically tailored cups at the bottom of
the chip, reducing the likelihood of the smaller particles occupying larger cups. While
some single occupation of cups was observed, unfortunately multiple 5μm and 10μm
particles resided in all cups, as well as mixtures of both, as illustrated in Figures 3.13
and 3.14 that follow.

Figure 3.13: Image of 6μm, 10μm and 15μm cups (right to left) and occupancy of 5μm (red),
10μm (blue) and 20μm (yellow) beads. 20μm beads get trapped at various points on the assay
but only a very limited number reach the 20μm cups. The 20μm, 10μm and 5μm cups are
occupied with a mixture of 10μm and 5μm beads, with most cups filled with a number of beads.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.14: (a) Zoomed in image of 6μm (right and centre) and 10μm (left) cups. While a
sizable number of 6μm cups are filled singly with 5μm beads, they are also filled singly with
10μm beads, as well as with mixtures of both. Similarly, the 10μm cups contain some single
10μm beads but also combinations of 5μm and 10μm beads. (b) Occupancy of 10μm and 6μm
cups again, but with greater zoom. The double occupancy of 10μm cups with 10μm beads is
particularly visible to the left of the image.

While single occupancy was not achieved using the 6μm, 10μm and 15μm cup array
design, results were significantly better for the 15μm and 20μm cup array in terms of
single occupancy of 20μm beads, as illustrated in Figure 3.15 below.
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(a)

(b)



S






(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.15: (a)-(e) Time lapsed sequence of 20μm beads filling 15μm and 20μm cups singly.
Figures (a) – (d) show the beads filling the cups singly, but with some clogging of beads in a
few areas. Following a “shake mode” step, this clogging was reduced somewhat, as seen in
Figure (e).

The successful single occupancy of both 15μm and 20μm cups with 20μm beads, as
well as the mixed occupancy of the 6μm, 10μm and 20μm arrays illustrates the power of
the v cup design but also some of its limitations in relation to differentiating between
mixtures of particles that are similar in size. As discussed previously, the occupancy of a
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20μm or 10μm cup can be tightly regulated by modifying the bead diameter to cup
diameter ratio, Rc, outlined by Burger et al. [129] for 20μm and 10μm beads
respectively. However, when a number of different bead sizes are mixed, it has been
demonstrated that controlling the occupancy of the cups becomes significantly more
challenging. Unfortunately, neither arrangement outlined in sections 3.1.2 or 3.1.3
proved to be selective enough to provide single occupancy and differentiation of all
beads. This problem would be greatly magnified when working with particles and cells
of small differences in size, such as WBCs and RBCs. Therefore, new designs based on
the work of McFaul et al. [212] and Kim et al. [213] (sections 3.1.4-3.1.6) were
developed, that were more suitable for the small size differences between cells and their
deformability.

3.1.4 Parabolic Funnel Ratchet Design
This physical size differential design was adapted from the pump-driven assay
developed by McFaul et al. [212] McFaul's design consisted of filter structures similar
to those used in the assay design 3.1.2 described previously.

42um

20um

17um

30um

5um

5um

Figure 3.16: Schematic of the parabola filter chip, with zoomed in view of the top filter
structure, parabolas and stop features. The top of the chip features a row of rectangular filters,
used to prevent impurities and clumps of beads or cells, which may have stuck together, from
entering the parabolic filter structure. The smallest gap in the parabolic filters ranges in size,
from 17μm down to 5μm in steps of ~1μm. This is to facilitate the separation of particles with
small differences in their diameter. Finally, a row of semi-circular stops were added at the end of
the assay, to prevent beads/particles from going into the lower section of the chips.
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The operating principle of this elongated, parabolic shape is illustrated in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Schematic of the parabolic funnel ratchet separation structure developed by
McFaul et al. [212]. Smaller particles (blue) squeeze through the funnel ratchets in Figure A,
while the larger red particles remain behind. Once the direction of flow is switched, the smaller
particles cannot get back to their original position due to the width of the top of the parabolic
structures, while the larger particles remain on the opposite side. Repeating this process leads to
a continuous “sifting” of particles, leading to their complete separation into different rows of the
device.

In the microfluidic assay by McFaul et al, syringe pumps were used to create an
oscillatory flow to circulate the microparticle and cell samples back and forth through
the parabolic funnel ratchets. This lead to the separation of mouse lymphoma cells
(LMOs) from microparticles of similar size, based on their deformability and size.
Similarly, LMOs were separated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs),
whose size ranged from 8μm to 14.5μm and from 6μm to 8.5μm respectively. Therefore,
this design was a suitable basis for the development of a platform for the 3-fold
differentiation of white blood cells i.e. lymphoctyes, eosinophils and neutrophils, due to
their variation in size and the small differences in size between them i.e. on the order of
microns. The design tested in this thesis was initially driven by the centrifugal flow
alone, to establish the performance of the parabolic filters and their suitability for
capturing and trapping 5μm and 10μm beads. The “shake mode” described earlier in this
thesis was used as a way of providing a “counter-flow” moving in the opposing
direction to the centrifugal force, to facilitate bead separation. However, the degree of
bioparticle separation and flow control achievable using this method is clearly far
inferior to the design outlined in the work by McFaul et al. Therefore, to create an assay
that behaves analogously to the work in the literature, a counter flow is introduced to
the chip in the form of a magnet, embedded at the bottom of the chip. This design will
be discussed in detail in section 3.1.5.
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Results and Discussion
To gauge the performance of the assay, a mixture of 5μm and 10μm beads in PBS was
tested initially. Although the beads would not be able to deform in the parabolic
structures, these initial tests were used gauge the likelihood of clogging in the assay and
other limitations before a cell sample was introduced.
5μm beads were introduced into the assay initially, to test the accuracy of the
parabola dimensions. As can be seen in the series of images that follow in Figure 3.18,
5μm particles get through all obstacles, including the 5μm parabolic filters at the bottom
of the assay.

Figure 3.18: Sequence of images illustrating flow of 5μm particles through all parabolic filters.
The red circle follows a 5μm particle from entry through the other side of a set 5μm parabolic
gaps.

This was an issue that persisted through a number of PDMS/PMMA chips developed, as
the challenges of fabricating SU-8 and subsequently PDMS structures at this scale
photolithographically

was

significant,

as

referred

to

in

previous

sections.

Underexposure of the 5μm parabolic structures or poor contact between the glass
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photomask and the SU-8 chip leads to slanted SU-8 moulds, producing PDMS
structures that were wider at the top than at the bottom, which could be the cause of the
5μm particles passing through filtration features, as illustrated in Figure 3.18. On the
other hand, overexposure of the SU-8 structures would lead to SU-8 structure that was
sloped inwards, causing poor demoulding of PDMS and potential clogging of beads
throughout the chip. As the 5μm particles above persistently fell through the filters,
10μm particles were used a benchmark instead for the performance of the assay.
The typical behaviour of 10μm particles tested in this parabolic assay, which was
spun at 20Hz following the insertion of the beads can be seen in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Image of 10μm beads caught in rows of parabolic filters with 8μm, 7μm and 6μm
filter gaps. 10μm beads are captured in these features and begin to clog as more beads enter the
assay.

The capture of the 10μm beads in the filters tailored to 6μm, 7μm and 8μm particles
confirms that there were also fabrication issues at this scale, with the gaps between
features appearing to be ~1-2μm larger than expected, as observed during the 5μm bead
tests. As Figure 3.19 illustrates the 5μm and 10μm bead mixture are separated, although
single capture and occupancy of 10μm beads is not achieved under centrifugation, as
expected.
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However, following a “shake mode” step, which simulates the sifting counter
flow idea employed by McFaul et al., a good degree of filtration and de-clogging of the
features is observed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.20: Capture of 10μm beads (blue) and sifting of particles using “shake mode”.

This result is promising, as the shake mode method of providing a counter flow is by no
means optimal and was used as a proof of concept before the much more refined version
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of this design was attempted. This design is outlined in the section that follows and uses
a combination of magnetic actuation and centrifugal flow. In addition, the deformability
of the cells, which is not applicable for the bead experiments above will add another
level of control to the separation capabilities of this design, as cells with different
deformability but similar size will be separated from each other by the curved ratchets.
It should also be noted that the design of the rows of parabolic structures above was not
tailored to trap beads/bioparticles singly but rather to sift particles of the same type (size
and deformability) into row(s) separate from other particles. In the article by McFaul et
al., additional flows are provided perpendicular to the input and counter flows, to
remove the separated particles from the separation structure. It was thought that once
the above design was optimised for cell separation using centrifugal forces that the cells
could be removed from the structure as demonstrated by McFaul et al; perhaps by
expanding upon the magnetic actuation scheme outlined in the

next

section.

3.1.5 Parabolic Funnel Ratchet Design – Magnetic Actuation
One of the key elements to the parabolic funnel ratchet design by McFaul et al. outlined
previously is the oscillatory flow induced by the birfurcation of the inlet fluid into 128
identical streams, [212] as seen in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21: Outline of flow inlets and outlets for microfluidic funnel ratchet device by McFaul
et al. A single planar flow is bifurcated into 128 separate flow streams to ensure that each cell
experiences the same hydrodynamic pressure.
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Buffer and cell inlets, V1, and outlets, V2, enable the injection and removal of the
sample from the assay, while V3-V6 indicate the separating flow streams. This design
differs somewhat from designs in sections 3.1.2-3.1.4, as these schemes utilise
centrifugally driven sedimentation in stagnant flow conditions, in addition to staggered
capture structures to capture the sample of interest. However, a similar strength
actuation mechanism, facilitating a greater degree of flow control, would increase the
likelihood of bead/cell separation. Therefore, a magnetically actuated scheme adapted
from the work of Burger et al. [214] was applied to design 3.1.4 to improve flow control
in the parabolic funnel ratchet platform. Figure 3.22 illustrates the basic operating
principles of the original magnetic actuation scheme developed by Burger et al., used to
enhance bead redistribution and retrieval from a microfluidic V Cup array.

Figure 3.22: (a) Illustration of the PDMS/PMMA V-Cup chip, with magnetic actuation for bead
redistribution [214]. (b) Zoomed in image of V Cup array and embedded stationary magnet,
with flow direction indicated. (c) - (e) Step-by- step schematic of the magnetic actuation
process. In Figure (c) the external magnet is too far away from the embedded on-chip magnet
and therefore no actuation occurs. However, once the external stationary magnet is in proximity
to the embedded magnet, (d), the attractive force of the magnets causes the PDMS below the
embedded magnet to compress, leading to an inward flow (Flowin) into the V-Cup array. As the
disc rotates, and the embedded magnet moves away from the stationary magnet, the PDMS
relaxes, causing a flow outward from the V-Cup array, Flowout. This process repeats, provided
that the spin speed does not go above a certain threshold level, where the time that the two
magnets are in proximity with each other is too small to generate a compression of the PDMS.

In this work a similar scheme was employed, with the stationary magnet located in a
3D-printed magnet holder (Figure 3.23), suspended above the on-disc 0.24cm3
cylindrical magnet, rather than under it.
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5cm

5cm

Figure 3.23: Conceptual image of 3D magnet holder with 1cm3 magnet inside. This holder had
a square window on its base to expose the magnet and was clamped above the disc in Figure
3.24 that follows.

While the scheme by Burger et al. uses the attractive force between two magnets to
create an actuating flow, in this work the orientation of the stationary magnet was
flipped, to induce a sufficient repulsive force to actuate the microfluidic channel. In
addition, the embedded magnets on the disc are positioned at the bottom of the
separation structure, rather than at the side, as seen in Figure 3.24.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.24: (a) 3D visualisation of magnetically actuated parabolic funnel ratchet filtration
disc and (b) photographic image of same disc, with zoomed in photograph of a single
microfluidic structure, with an embedded magnet.

As stated in the work of Burger et al, the magnetic actuation is at its greatest at slower
spin speeds, as the stationary and non-stationary magnets are in proximity for longer.
The spin speeds were varied initially in this work to find the slowest rate of rotation that
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still produced fluid flow due to magnetic actuation, which was found to be
approximately 2Hz.
Magnetic actuation was used in this thesis to prevent clogging and promote single bead
capture. This was demonstrated in the case of the capture of 10μm beads, where a
number of rows of single bead occupancy were observed, Figure 3.25:

(b)
(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.25: Time lapse sequence of 10μm particles being actuated by the embedded magnet on
chip and external magnet off chip. As the 10μm particles are declogged and move in the
opposite direction to that of the centrifugal force, most of the particles become trapped singly in
2 rows of the chip.
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While the separation and trapping observed in Figure 3.25 is by no means optimal, as
some 10μm particles passed through the filters and others clogged, it does illustrate the
power of the magnetic actuation module for de-clogging and separation applications.
This actuation mechanism is inexpensive, compact and easy to fabricate, requiring no
bulky external pumping mechanisms to provide an opposing force to the centrifugal
force.
As with the shake-mode actuated design in section 3.1.4, 5μm particles pass
through all obstacles on this chip, including those tailored specifically for the capture of
5μm particles/cells, Figure 3.26 (a)-(d):

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.26: Time lapse images of 5μm particles (red) passing through the parabolic filter chip
under 15Hz centrifugation. It can be clearly seen that the 5μm particles pass through all of the
filters – they can also be seen at the other side of the filter structures as indicated by the circle in
(d).

Unfortunately, the fabrication issues associated with this design illustrate that, at the
very least, a significant amount of time would need to be invested to ascertain the
correct processing steps to fabricate a device capable of separating different sized beads
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and cells in a predictable manner. From the results above and the Table of parabola gap
sizes in section 5.2 of the appendix, it can be concluded that this fabrication method is
unlikely to produce a device capable of separating different sized beads and cells in a
predictable manner. There is a notable variation in the gaps between parabolas within
rows, as well as deviations from what is expected from each row of parabola gaps.
Therefore, it is far more likely that a more precise (and most likely more expensive)
fabrication approach e.g. silicon on glass etching as in the work by McFaul et al. [212]
would be needed to obtain the resolution necessary to produce a suitably accurate
sorting device in this configuration, particularly for cell-based applications, as
illustrated in section 3.1.7.
The design in section 3.1.6 that follows was tested in parallel with the above design as
an alternative cell separation and trapping structure, again with the integrated magnetic
actuation component.
3.1.6 Multiple Obstacle Structures
This design was adapted from the selective size amplification, multiple obstacle
architecture (SSA-MOA) platform developed by Kim et al., Figure 3.27 [213].

Figure 3.27: SSA-MOA filter chip, with zoomed in schematic of size amplified CTC cell
captured in a multiple obstacle architecture trap [213]. CTCs are size amplified using antiEpCAM conjugated beads and are captured according to their size in the MOA traps. This size
amplification allows the CTCs to be distinguished and caught from a sample containing
similarly sized white blood cells. The direction of pumped fluid flow is indicated by the red
arrow, with the MOA shielding the cells from any excessive hydrodynamic shear forces and
preventing clogging in the device.
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In the work by Kim et al, differentiation of cells of similar sizes was carried out using
the SSA-MOA approach, resulting in the differentiation of MCF-7 cells from WBCs and
RBCs in whole blood. The size overlap between WBCs and MCF-7 cells (illustrated in
Figure 3.28) in particular is problematic as the average size of MCF-7 cells was found
to be 16.6μm ± 2.3μm, with WBCs varying in size up to 17μm, despite having an
average size of 8.5μm [213].

Figure 3.28 Schematic of the effect of size amplification of CTCs with 3μm beads, towards the
differentiation of CTCs from whole blood [213].

To overcome this obstacle, the MCF-7 cells were coated in beads of various sizes to
ensure a clear differentiation between WBCs in whole blood, enabling single MCF-7
cell capture in the multi-obstacle architecture. 3μm, anti-epcam coated beads were
found to be the most suitable for SSA, with a 92% recovery rate achieved for MCF-7
samples in whole blood. The gap between the top of the obstacles is ~2μm larger than
the bottom of the obstacles, creating a trap with has an integrated shielding effect on the
captured cells. This feature is important to avoid excessive shear stresses on the
captured cells, which may damage the cell or change the intrinsic characteristics of the
cell, which could be used as key indicators in disease diagnosis [213,215-217].
Therefore this design is an improvement on previous assay in that respect, as there
should be minimal shear stresses exerted on the cells. However, before the selective size
amplification aspect of the chip could be investigated using cell samples, a less complex
version of the design by Kim et al. was tested initially, to establish the working
parameters of the multiple obstacle architecture approach. As in previous designs, 5μm,
10μm and 20μm beads were tested in this chip design illustrated in Figure 3.29.
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21.5um

19.5um

11.0um

9.0um

8.3um

6.2um

Figure 3.29: Schematic of the centrifugally driven multiple obstacle architecture (MOA) filter
chip, with zoomed in view of the top filter structure, trapping structures and stop features. The
trapping structures are fabricated with gaps tailored to suit 5μm, 10μm and 20μm beads, with a
smaller gap at the bottom of the obstacle to trap the beads. A row of semi-circular stops are
included at the end of the assay, to prevent beads/particles from going into the lower section of
the chips.

Using the same centrifugation speeds used in previous sections (20Hz) to drive the
sample towards the chips features, the largest beads, of 20μm in diameter, get clogged at
the beginning of the chip once more - this time at the pre-filter structures. Furthermore,
there were continuing issues with 5μm particles passing through the device, as
illustrated by the following examples, with no red 5μm beads visible in the smallest
capture structures. This is further illustrated by the varying obstacle gap values recorded
on the Wyko profilometer for MOA structures in the appendix. Despite these
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difficulties, a number of notable and positive separation and filtration processes were
observed, using shake mode actuation and magnetic actuation, as in the previous
approach. While 10μm beads are observed to clog at the second set of MOA features,
Figure 3.30 illustrates the declogging of 10μm beads using the “shake mode” outlined
previously.
(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.30: (a) – (d) Time lapse sequence of declogging of 10μm particles (blue) using
centrifugally driven shake mode”. (a) Beads are initially pushed towards the second set of MOA
filters by centrifugation, with Figures (b) - (d) illustrating the effect of increasing and
decreasing the centrifugal spin speed using the “shake mode” process.

While this process is useful for declogging of 10μm beads, the ultimate goal of this
work is to separate and capture biomimetic particles singly. Examples of this single
bead capture were observed over the course of this work, with increased separation and
differentiation of 10μm beads with each shake mode step (Figure 3.31)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.31 (a) – (f) Examples of de-clogging and single bead capture brought about by shake
mode actuation. (a) - (d) Time lapse of movement of 10μm beads to single occupancy positions
with increased shake mode steps. (e) – (f) Another example of redistribution of particles through
shake mode actuation.

In addition, the magnetic actuation process outlined previously produced similar
improved de-clogging and increased single bead capture. As the number of magnetic
actuation steps increases, the tendency of the 10μm beads to become trapped singly
increases significantly, as illustrated in Figure 3.32.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.32 Magnetic actuation of 10μm beads in MOA features, leading to increased declogging of 10μm MOA features and single bead capture.

While both of the approaches toward bead separation taken in sections 3.1.5 and 3.1.6
illustrate uses in terms of de-clogging and the promotion of single bead capture for
10μm beads, this approach clearly needs to be developed further to produce controlled
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single bead capture and to overcome the manufacturing challenges alluded to
previously. In addition, the adoption of the single size amplification approach put
forward by McFaul et al. [212] should be investigated toward establishing a 3-fold
WBC differential platform. The SSA approach would be particularly useful to
differentiate between the similarly sized granulocytes, leukocytes and RBCs. It should
be noted, however, that this approach requires a somewhat complex and timeconsuming “off-chip” incubation step with anti-epcam conjugated beads, and would
generally introduce more complexity into a potential lab-on-a-chip device, with
clogging of any unbound beads likely to occur in the MOA features, as indicated from
the results in this section.
The following and final short section of results on physical size filtration
experiments will focus on some preliminary tests of Hl60 and MCF-7 cells in the
parabolic funnel ratchet and MOA separation and trapping designs.
3.1.7 Cell Trapping and Separation Experiments on a Centrifugal Microfluidic
Platform
Biomimetic particles, such as the polystyrene beads used in this work, are often utilised
in biomedical research to test prototype platforms and provide a method for visualising
the likely performance of a device for biological samples. However, as has been stated
previously, to develop a working platform for cell handling and separation, cells must
be tested due to their inherent physical characteristics i.e. their deformability and their
tendency to aggregate and adhere to surfaces. While the results in section 3.1.1 – 3.1.6
did not produce an idealised bead separation and trapping platform, many of these
techniques were tailored toward differentiating cells rather than beads. In addition,
while the behaviour of cells under the force of stagnant flow centrifugation has been
illustrated on a number of other platforms such as the aforementioned V-Cup assay by
Burger et al.[129], the effect of counter actuation mechanisms including “shake mode”
and magnetic actuation on cells is a more recent development. Therefore, the results in
the section that follows will provide a useful starting point for future work on cell
separation and trapping platforms incorporating these techniques as well as future
approaches to improving the designs outlined in sections 3.1.1 – 3.1.6.
Hl60 and MCF-7 cells from culture were chosen for cell differentiation
experiments due to their availability and differing sizes of ~12.4μm and 15μm-17μm
respectively [218,219]. Cell solutions were prepared as outlined in section 2.2.4, with
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cell concentrations of 590,000 cells/ml for Hl60 cells and 390,000 cells/ml for MCF-7
cells used. PDMS/PMMA chips were prepared as before, with 2μL of each cell solution
was inserted into the assays, which were then spun at 21Hz initially, to drive the cells
towards the platform features. Few cells were observed moving through either the
parabolic funnel ratchet features or the MOA features, with a further 2uL of each cell
solution added to each assay to address this. Movement of Hl60 cells through the
parabolic filters was observed, as illustrated in Figure 3.33 below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.33 (a) – (d) Time lapsed images of Hl60 cells clogging in the first set of parabolic
filters and being redistributed singly following a shake mode step.

Hl60 cells were seen to clog initially at the first set of funnel ratchets, with shake mode
steps employed to alleviate this issue. Following shake mode steps alternating the spin
speed from 15Hz to 2.5Hz, Hl60 cells were then seen to move through the first number
of rows of parabolic funnel ratchets, which were tailored towards cells of ~18μm –
14μm in diameter. Additional shake mode steps lead to the Hl60 cells becoming trapped
singly, as seen in image (d) of Figure 3.34.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.34 (a) – (f) Time lapsed series of images of Hl60 cells flowing through parabolic filter
structures and being captured singly using the “shake mode” procedure. The cells inherent
deformability makes these structures particularly well-tailored towards the sifting and separation
of similarly sized cells.

Magnetic actuation was also employed during cell experiments, with Hl60 cells
exhibiting similar behaviour to that observed during shake mode actuation. In this
approach cells were seen to pass through the parabolic filters, with some deforming to
squeeze through filters with gap sizes smaller than the cell's diameter. Ideally the cells
of varying sizes should squeeze through a number of funnel ratchets until the ratchet
becomes too small to pass through, even with cell deformation. At this point shake
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mode or magnetic actuation would be employed, causing the cells to be separated
according to their size and deformability. Unfortunately MCF-7 cells were not observed
entering the parabolic features, with aggregation and clogging preventing them from
entering the separation region of the platform. This hampered any meaningful
discussion of the cell separation capabilities of the parabolic funnel ratchet assay. The
cell aggregation effect was also observed in the MOA platform, illustrated in Figure
3.35.

Figure 3.35 Image of clogging of MCF-7 and Hl60 cells at ridge and filter structures of MOA
platform.

This issue persisted with the remainder of the assays tested, indicating the additional
challenges associated with separating and trapping biological samples rather than
idealised biomimetic particles.
While some notable steps toward a fully integrated cell separation and single cell
trapping platform have been undertaken in the previous sections, it is clear that a great
deal of future work is needed to establish a reliable and high capture rate cell separation
platform. The approaches in sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.6 all exhibit particular strengths for a
variety of bead and cell separation and isolation applications. In particular, the
integration of centrifugally and magnetically driven counter flows on cell separation
platforms is likely to prove particularly useful in any future work undertaken in this
field. As illustrated by the results of v-cup capture approach outlined in section 3.1.3,
the separation and capture of particles of various sizes from a mixed solution is an
extremely tricky one. This is particularly true for cells due to the additional obstacles of
cell aggregation and the random order at which cells of differing diameters but similar
densities arrive at the separation features. Selective size amplification by beads as
illustrated by the work of McFaul et al. could be used in future work to alter the
densities of cells and to enable easier separation of cells of similar sizes. Furthermore,
the addition of higher concentrations of anti-aggregation solutions could be employed in
future experiments in an effort to alleviate some of the aggregation and clogging issues.
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3.2 Microcontact Printing for Single Cell Capture
3.2.1 Introduction
Following the limitations exposed in section 3.1 on the physical size filtration approach
to a 3-fold differentiation of WBCs in our microfluidic systems, an alternative approach,
utilising the inherent affinity of cells and their antibodies was explored using
microcontact printing. Antibodies were used in the work of Burger et al. to facilitate
multiplexed bead-based immunoassays in the V-cup capture structure, enabling the
capture and counting of individual cells of interest, Figure 3.36.

Figure 3.36: Image sequence of a multiplexed immunoassay using coloured beads. In Figures
(a) and (b) the blue beads have been coated with rabbit IgG and will only display an affinity for
anti-rabbit IgG in the analyte; in Figures (c) & (d) red beads previously coated in human IgG
only have an affinity for human IgG; and in Figures (e) & (f) white beads previously coated in
mouse IgG only exhibit an affinity for anti-human IgG.

This approach relies on the v-cup capture structure to capture similar sized beads of
interest, with the fluorescent antibody facilitating particle identification and counting.
The work in this thesis attempts to simplify this approach by using microcontact
printing techniques to capture single cells of varying sizes, with specific antibody
affinities, to antibody spots. This eliminates the need for additional steps within the
microfluidic immunoassay, such as employing a secondary antibody for fluorescence
measurements and carrying out further time-consuming washing steps. It was also
envisaged that this antibody spot capture approach could potentially be implemented as
a further cell selection step to refine the cell differentiation brought about by physical
size filtration designs, such as those outlined in sections 3.1.2-3.1.6. A schematic of a
possible design is illustrated in Figure 3.37.
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Figure 3.37: Schematic of proposed centrifuge-microfluidic platform, with integrated magnetic
actuation for cell and microcontact printed capture spots. By enhancing the already magnetically
actuated separation regimes outlined in section 3.1 by including more embedded magnets to the
left of the separation structure, the separated cells could be directed into separate chambers on
the right of the microfluidic disc. If microcontact printed antibody spots were created in these
chambers, cells could be captured singly and counted easily using fluorescence detection.

With the aforementioned cell capture design in mind, the author set out to develop a
suitable methodology for cell capture and differentiation using microcontact printing.
The materials and methods used for microcontact printing in this thesis are outlined in
section 2.2. The section that follows outlines the results of this antibody-based singlecell capture approach and discusses some of the main challenges associated with such a
design.
3.2.2 Microcontact Printing on Functionalised Glass Slides for Single Cell Capture
In order to optimise the microcontact printing technique for WBCs, anti-Epcam was
first used along with the Epcam-positive MCF-7 cell line, due to the strong known
affinity between the two [220]. In all cases for the rest of this section, the number of
cells in solution was on the order of 0.1 – 1 x 106 cells per ml of media, i.e. much
greater than the number of antibody spots on each assay (~103 antibody spots per glass
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slide). The photolithographic and soft lithography methods outlined in section 2.2 were
used to create 10μm, 20μm, 30μm and 40μm PDMS stamps for microcontact printing,
as illustrated in section 2.2.1. Initial experiments focussed on using (3Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) functionalised PMMA and PDMS substrates to
facilitate microcontact printing with O2 plasma treated PDMS stamps. The
functionalisation of the substrates with APTES results in amine groups on the substrate,
which allow the antibodies of interest to covalently bond to the surface [221]. The
optimised process used to obtain the results below is outlined in section 2.2.2. 10μm,
20μm, 30μm and 40μm anti-Epcam spots were successfully stamped onto APTES
coated glass slides, as illustrated in Figure 3.38.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figures 3.38 (a-d): 10μm, 20μm, 30μm and 40μm Anti-epcam printed spots on APTES
functionalised glass. The glass substrates were exposed to O2 plasma for 5 minutes at
1000mTorr, and then placed into a solution of 90% APTES in ethanol for 45 minutes. The
substrates were then baked at 120oC for 1 hour.

As expected the larger antibody spots demonstrate a stronger fluorescent signal
compared to the 10μm spots, illustrating the challenge associated with single-cell
capture at such scales. Unfortunately, following wash steps with PBS and a blocking
step of 3% BSA in PBS the antibody spots had weakened significantly as illustrated in
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Figure 3.39. This effect was evident over the course of repeated experiments and
indicated either a poorly functionalised glass surface or poor adhesion of the antibody to
the substrate.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.39: Fluorescent images of 20μm, 30μm and 40μm printed anti-Epcam spots following
a wash step of 3% BSA in PBS. It is clear from the diminished fluorescent signal that the
quantity of antibody remaining on the APTES coated glass slide has significantly decreased
following the wash step. This resulted in an unreadable signal from the 10μm antibody spot
sample and greatly reduced signals from the other samples.

While Figure 3.38 illustrates some clear antibody spots on the APTES coated slide,
difficulties were found with delivering reproducible results, with some printing
producing fluorescent spot signals of equivalent quality, while many others failed to do
so. In addition, the issue of the antibody washing away from the functionalised glass
slide persisted for repeated experiments (Figure 3.39). Following the addition of MCF7 cells onto the glass slides as outlined in section 2.2, and post a wash step with 3%
BSA in PBS, little cell adherence was observed. In addition, cell adhesion that was
observed was sporadic as illustrated in Figure 3.40, indicating either non-specific
binding and/or poor adhesion of the antibody spots.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.40: DAPI fluorescence microscope image of MCF-7 cells on APTES functionalised
and anti-epcam microcontact printed glass substrates. Images (a) – (c) above were recorded
following a blocking step with 3% BSA in PBS.

It was thought that the removal of the antibody spots following the wash step and the
poor adhesion of the cells of interest could be due to issues with the APTES
functionalization process. Although new APTES liquid was tested using the optimised
functionalization protocol outlined in section 2.2, a white residue still developed on the
treated glass slide, indicating inhomogenous functionalization. To investigate further,
contact angle measurements were taken for an untreated glass slide, a slide
functionalised with the original batch of APTES liquid and with the new APTES liquid.
As can be seen from the results in Table 3.2, it is not clear whether the APTES liquid
itself or the functionalization process was at the centre of the poor reproducibility of
printing and the difficulties following the wash steps.
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CA for untreated glass CA for original APTMS CA for new APTMS
slide

glass

glass

58.3

42.6

55.0

62.8

42.6

54.1

69.2

47.3

55.8

64.7

44.1

55.0

61.5

45.0

54.5

65.5

37.2

51.1

65.9

57.5

54.3

63.8

54.0

61.1

68.0

55.0

68.1

60.1

54.1

58.0

62.1

57.3

60.2

50.1

57.1

7.7

4.8

Average CA:
64.4
Standard Deviation:
3.3

Table 3.2 Table of contact angle (CA) values recorded for a clean, untreated glass slide, a glass
slide functionalised with APTMS used in initial experiments and a glass slide functionalised
with a newer batch of APTMS solution. Average contact angle values are recorded in the second
last row, with standard deviation values in the final row of the Table.

While the average contact angles for both APTES coated slides lies within the expected
range of APTES functionalised materials, a wide range of values were recorded for each
surface – proving consistent with the hypothesis noted above that the slides were
undergoing inhomogeneous functionalization. Due to these ongoing challenges poly-llysine functionalised slides were purchased (Sigma Aldrich) for microcontact printing
experiments. As outlined by Seurynck-Servoss et al. in their research article on surface
chemistries for antibody arrays[222], antibodies bind to poly-l-lysine through physical
adsorption. While this method of attachment is not as strong as covalent bonding and
has some potential to allow interaction of the capture antibody with reagents and
blocking agents in solution[222], Seurynck-Servoss et al. concluded that such non103

covalent methods performed comparably to their covalent counterparts, with similar
levels of assay performance and comparable limits of detection. Antibody printing was
successfully carried out successfully on a number of substrates, including poly-l-lysine,
using a GeSiM NanoPlotter 2.1 noncontact printer, with antigen binding observed for a
number of ELISA sandwich assays [222].
As before, 20μm, 30μm and 40μm antibody spots were successfully printed onto poly-llysine coated slides, as illustrated in Figure 3.41. Unfortunately, printing of the 10μm
spots was not as consistent as the other spot sizes. However, this was also the case for
the APTES functionalised slides, as noted previously (Figure 3.38) by their fluorescence
being narrowly greater than the background fluorescence measured.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.41 (a) – (c) FITC fluorescent microscopy images of 20μm, 30μm and 40μm antibody
spots printed onto a poly-l-lysine functionalised glass substrate.

In order to assess the quantity of the antibody actually present on the poly-l-lysine
surface, MCF-7 cells were added to the poly-l-lysine slides using a dropper, incubated
for 10 minutes (while covered with foil to prevent photobleaching), and rinsed with
PBS. This was done without carrying out any blocking step to see if cell adhesion and
non-specific binding would take place. Cell adhesion was observed as expected, with
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MCF-7 cells binding to 20μm antibody spots as illustrated in Figure 3.42.

Figure 3.42 Image of MCF-7 cells adherent to antibody spots on poly-l-lysine coated slide.
While targeted adhesion of cells to the antibody spots is clearly observed, there is also a good
deal of non-specific binding as expected, due to the lack of a blocking buffer.

As the goal of this work was to develop a platform for single-cell adhesion onto
antibody spots, and as cells adsorb easily onto poly-l-lysine surfaces, a blocking step
must be carried out to ensure that cells of interest became trapped on the antibody spots
and not sporadically throughout the glass slide. To this end, two blank slides were
coated with 3% BSA in PBS and 5% Casein in PBS respectively. Following a wash step
with PBS, the cells were added to the slide and a great deal of non-specific binding
occurred, as illustrated in Figure 3.43.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.43: (a) – (b) DAPI fluorescent microscopy images MCF-7 cells on poly-l-lysine
functionalised glass slides. (a) The first slide has been blocked with a solution of 5% casein in
PBS while (b) was coated with 3% BSA in PBS. Slides were washed with the blocking solution,
rinsed with PBS and then deionised water.

This non-specific binding was thought to be due to the length of the blocking time as
the slides were initially just coated with the blocking solution using a dropper and then
rinsed with PBS and deionised water. For all further blocking steps throughout this
work, a blocking time of 15 minutes was used. This was done to ensure that the parts of
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the slide that were not coated in antibody would not facilitate cell adhesion. In addition,
due to the difficulties of creating a uniform solution of BSA in PBS using BSA salts, a
concentration of 5% casein in PBS was favoured over BSA for all further blocking steps
carried out for the duration of the project.
While repeated printing experiments continued to produce initially bright
fluorescent antibody spots, indicating good adhesion of the anti-epcam to the poly-llysine surface, an unfortunate side effect of the newly established blocking and washing
protocol was the washing away of significant quantities of the antibody spots. This
effect mirrored that observed previously on the APTES coated slides. Therefore, in
order to enhance cell to antibody adhesion and alleviate this effect, glutaraldehyde was
added to the anti-Epcam solution, producing a 2% glutaraldehyde antibody solution.
Glutaraldehyde was added to the antibody solution to promote adhesion of MCF-7 cells
to the glutaraldehyde in the antibody spots, and to circumvent the issues caused by some
of the antibody was being washed away during blocking and washing steps. Figure 3.44
that follows illustrates the results of microcontact printing and cell adhesion
experiments on the 20μm and 30μm antibody/glutaraldehyde spots. Following a 15
minute blocking step with casein and wash step with PBS buffer, 1ml of MCF-7 cells in
clean media was incubated on the microcontact printed surface as before, and rinsed
gently using PBS.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.44: (a) & (b) Images of 20μm and 30μm spots using a FITC filter on a fluorescence
microscope, with antibody spots clearly visible after blocking and washing steps. (c) & (d)
DAPI filter images of the same spots following 10 minutes incubation with MCF-7 cells.

As illustrated in Figure 3.44 (a)-(b), while some antibody loss has occurred, antibody
spots are still visible following blocking and washing steps. However, cell adhesion
remains very low, as illustrated in (c)-(d), with just a few MCF-7 cells visible on the
substrate. In an effort to improve upon the cell capture performance of this chip, a
variety incubation protocols for the cells were tested including changes to the
incubation time and temperature as illustrated in Figure 3.45.
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(a) & (b)

(c) & (d)

(e) & (f)

(g) & (h)

(i) & (j)

(k) & (l)

Figure 3.45 (a)-(l) FITC and DAPI filter fluorescence images of microcontact printed slides
following cell incubation using a variety of protocols. (a) - (d) The cell incubation time was
increased to 1 hour, with 10ml of fresh media added to the cell solution. The sample was
covered with a lid and tin foil and placed on a rocker at a low rate to ensure that the cells are
continuously flowing over the microcontact printed slide. (e)-(h) Images taken following the
same protocol used in (a) - (d) but with the rocker temperature set to 37oC to ensure that the
cells are kept viable, before testing on the fluorescent microscope. (i) - (l) Images taken
following the same protocol used in (e) - (h) but with an extended incubation time of 20 hours.
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While some cell adhesion was observed above, it is clearly not specific to the antibody
spots, nor is it sufficient cell adhesion to conclude that there is widespread non-specific
binding of the cells. It appeared that there was a barrier to the cells either reaching or
remaining on the antibody surface. A possible contributing factor was that the cells
initially adhered to the antibody spots/poly-l-lysine glass surface but were being
removed during the washing steps. Another alternative was that some of the cells were
adhering to the petri dish containing the glass substrate rather than flowing across it,
preventing cell adhesion to the antibody spots. The latter point was investigated by
increasing the rocking rate to 70 during cell incubation to deduce if the cells were
adhering to the petri dish and failing to flow across the glass surface. Figure 3.46
illustrates clumps of MCF-7 cells at the edge of the microcontact printed slide –
indicating that the cells were getting stuck at the edge of the glass slide, contributing to
the difficulties in promoting single cell adhesion.

Figure 3.46 DAPI image of MCF-7 cells aggregating at the edge of the glass substrate.

Efforts to alleviate this issue were undertaken by creating a PDMS boundary around the
microcontact printed area of the glass slide. A 25mm x 75mm slab of PDMS was cured
and a “cell-containing” area was cut into its centre using a blade. This PDMS boundary
was placed directly on top of the poly-l-lysine glass slide, isolating the cells on top of
the active area of the functionalised slide as shown in Figure 3.47.
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Figure 3.47 DAPI fluorescent microscopy image of MCF-7 cells on 20μm antibody spot
microcontact printed slide. The cell incubation for this assay was carried out using a piece of
PDMS to isolate the cells on the microcontact printed surface, and acts as a boundary to
prevent cells from flowing onto the petri dish containing the substrate.

However, this cell isolation method was prone to leaking and should be replaced in
future work with a more robust substitute, such as custom-built 3D-printed holder. In
addition, despite the improvement in cell incubation on the substrate, issues with
antibody loss following washing steps and poor selectivity in the cell adhesion
remained, as can be seen in Figure 3.48, with fluorescence images taken from the same
aforementioned substrate.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.48 Images of 20μm spots recorded using a FITC filter on a fluorescence microscope
(a) before (b) and after blocking and washing steps. The reduction in the quantity of antibody
remaining on the spots is clearly visible in (b), with (c) illustrating the absence of cell adhesion
in the DAPI microscopy image.
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Therefore, while the development of an appropriate incubation chamber/holder for the
MCF-7 cells or other cells of interest would be an improvement on the scheme outlined
above, issues still remain with poor antibody adhesion following any washing or
blocking steps, which significantly slowed down the progress of this work towards a
functional single-cell capture platform. While the direct contact printing method
outlined above vastly simplifies the preparation of the substrates and the general
microcontact printing protocol compared to the more commonly used schemes utilising
the strong affinity between biotin and streptavidin etc., to anchor the antibody and cell
to the surface [134], the functionalization of the substrate of interest is a key aspect of
microcontact printing, particularly when blocking and washing steps are necessary to
prevent non-specific binding of cells to the assay. In this work 10μm, 20μm, 30μm and
40μm anti-epcam spots were successfully stamped onto APTES functionalised and
poly-l-lysine coated glass. Single cell adhesion onto 20μm microcontact printed spots
was observed. However, with the results from this section in mind, future work should
focus on determining whether the non-covalent bond between anti-epcam and poly-llysine, or APTES for that matter, is sufficient to ensure that enough antibody remains on
the substrate following blocking and washing steps. This investigation should be carried
out with a view towards testing some of the alternative surface functionalisation
approaches outlined in section 1.2.2. In addition, challenges remain with printing 10μm
antibody spots due to the manufacturing challenges associated with fabricating PDMS
pillars at such resolutions. Deformation of the PDMS features and the aspect ratios
involved indicate that printing spots on the order of ~20μm would be more feasible and
may still be suitable for single cell capture, as illustrated in Figure 3.42. Finally, as the
aforementioned samples were tested on glass substrates, the integration of microcontact
printed substrates onto centrifugo-microfluidic platforms remains a key challenge for
future work in this area. While glass can be integrated onto PDMS-based centrifugomicrofluidic chips, the weight and integration challenges associated with this could
introduce disc wobble into a spinning platform. As PDMS is a challenging substrate for
microcontact printing due to its deformability, hydrophobicity and porosity,
microcontact printing has been successfully carried out on other polymers such as
PMMA [137]. Microcontact printing onto PMMA could be used as one alternative
approach to facilitate single-cell capture, integrating this technology onto low cost,
disposable centrifugo-optofluidic platforms.
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3.3 Optofluidic Detection
3.3.1 Raised and Embedded Waveguides on PMMA Substrates
The fabrication of embedded waveguides was tested for ease of integration of the solgel waveguides onto a PMMA/PDMS substrate. However, it was too difficult to locate
the waveguide edge for coupling light into the waveguide, as both materials are
transparent to the naked eye. Therefore, the “raised waveguide” approach was adopted,
as the waveguides can be clearly seen, as in Figure 3.49.

Figure 3.49: Series of diverging 10:2.5:0.25 hybrid sol-gel waveguides on a buffer layer of
10:2.1:0.25 sol-gel materials.

Coupling of 635nm light from an OELDD-200 30mW laser diode was achieved using
an optical fiber and the 6μm x 6μm waveguides were fabricated using the approach
outlined in section 2.3.2. A faint but visible near-field image of the light coupled into
the waveguide was observed, similar to that obtained in the work of Oubaha et al., as
illustrated in Figure 3.50 [197]. While this provided a basis for the waveguiding
properties of the sol-gel material, the main focus of this work was to integrate the
waveguiding capabilities of the sol-gel with the excellent microfluidic properties of
PDMS/PMMA to achieve a fully integrated device.

Figure 3.50: Near field image of 1.55μm light output from a 7μm x 7μm rectangular zirconium
sol-gel waveguide [197]. This image is similar to that obtained in this work using a coupling
wavelength of 625nm light into 6μm x 6μm waveguides.
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The process for creating embedded waveguides was carried out on 1.5mm thick pieces
of PMMA. As with the silicon substrates, the embedded waveguides were very difficult
to locate to enable coupling to light into the waveguides and observing and output
signal. Therefore the main focus of this work was shifted onto the “raised” waveguide
approach outlined in section 2.3.2 for subsequent experiments. In addition, as the glass
transition temperature of PMMA is ~105oC[223] the 30 minute stabilisation step
outlined in the sol-gel deposition process in section 2.3.2 lead to bowing of the PMMA
initially, and was therefore reduced to 15 minutes for the rest of the project. Images of
these raised waveguides can be seen in Figure 3.51.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.51 (a) – (d) Images of a diverging rectangular waveguide on a PMMA substrate.
Images (a) - (d) illustrate the waveguide diverging into four separate waveguides, from the
input at (a) to waveguide output at (d).

While sol-gel waveguides were successfully integrated onto the planar PMMA
substrate, one of the key challenges associated with this process was obtaining a
suitable edge on the PMMA material for light coupling into the waveguide. A number of
approaches were tested to obtain a suitably smooth edge. Firstly the Zing Epilog laser
cutter was used on a variety of speed and power settings; between 12% power, 8%
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speed and 15% power, 10% speed, to cut through the PMMA and obtain a smooth edge
for optical coupling. Both settings resulted in edges that enabled weak coupling of light
into and out of the sol-gel waveguides. However, as illustrated in Figure 3.52, the edges
achieved in this approach were too rough for efficient coupling of light for analytical
applications.

Figure 3.52: Side-on image of PMMA edge following machining on Epilog Zing laser at a
power setting of 15% and a speed setting of 10%. Despite trying a number of different
speed:power ratios, the edge quality of the PMMA was not improved.

A 100W MicroMaster Optec laser system was used as an alternative but this also proved
unsuccessful in obtaining a suitably smooth edge when tested on the optical fiber light
coupling set up. In addition, this technique also removed some of the waveguides from
the edge of the PMMA, due to the high powers used.
As the machining facilities available to cut the PMMA provided too rough an
edge for the optofluidic applications above, some further mechanical smoothing
techniques were employed, Diamond polishes with 3μm, 6μm and 9μm diamond
particles and silicon carbide papers were used to polish the edges of the PMMA,
resulting in improved smoothness as illustrated in Figure 3.53 that follows.

Figure 3.53: Image of PMMA edge following hand smoothing with a selection of diamond
polishes. This surface is a vast improvement on that of Figure 3.52 above but still retains a
number of notable smaller scratches, making wave guiding applications challenging.
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Unfortunately the edge of the PMMA retains quite a “cloudy” appearance, indicating
smaller but widespread scratches across the PMMA edge. As mechanical methods failed
to produce the desired surface, a chemical treatment was tested to improve the optical
quality of the PMMA edge. Chloroform was applied to PMMA in both its vapour and
liquid form to soften and reflow the plastic, with the aim of producing a smooth plastic
edge. Chloroform liquid (Sigma Aldrich) was applied directly to the PMMA edge using
a dropper; however, this method was not easily controllable or sufficiently effective to
produce a uniform and smooth edge. Similarly submerging the PMMA edge in
chloroform liquid resulted in an uneven softening and flowing of the PMMA, with
limited control over the morphology of the PMMA edge for waveguiding applications.
Furthermore the vapour exposure method outlined by Ogilvie et al. [224] was not strong
enough to eliminate the scratches produced by the Epilog Laser machining referred to
previously.
As can be seen from the results and discussion outlined previously, some notable
first steps have been taken towards the integration of the high resolution, highly tunable
optical waveguiding sol-gel technology, and inexpensive and easily fabricated PMMA
material. High quality waveguides have been successfully transferred from the easily
cleaved and robust silicon substrate to a PMMA substrate, without any notable damage
to the PMMA. However, the significant challenge of producing of a suitable edge on
PMMA and alternative polymeric materials remains. Further work will be needed to
tackle or circumvent this issue, particularly if sol-gel materials are to become a driving
force behind the widespread development of centrifugo-optofluidic platforms. A more
detailed discussion of future work in this area will be outlined in chapter 4.
The preceding chapter outlines the results, analysis and associated errors of the
author’s work on developing a sample-to-answer 3-fold differential white blood cell
analysis assay on a centrifugally driven platform. Biomimetic particles of 5µm, 10µm
and 20µm in size were used to model the performance of lymphocyte, eosinophil and
neutrophil cells within the novel physical size filtration devices, while under the
influence of centrifugal forces. Some single bead capture was observed, although
additional work is needed to address the issues with the optimisation of fabrication
methods, particle clogging and the differentiation of beads/cells which have size
differences of only a few microns. In addition to the progress made through testing a
variety of physical size filtration designs, the possible applications associated with
utilising magnetic actuation to declog and actuate such polymeric centrifugal platforms
was clearly demonstrated. As an alternative approach, microcontact printing was utilised
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on functionalised glass substrates to test the viability of using this technique within a
centrifugal platform for single cell capture and analysis. The results indicated that while
improved surface functionalisation may increase the chances of single cell capture on
spots of 10µm or 20µm, it is in fact far more likely that larger spot of 30µm or 40µm
will be necessary to promote the capture of target bioparticles. Future work will also
determine whether antibody-cell adhesion is enough to withstand the forces brought
about by centrifugation when removing waste liquids and carrying out wash steps.
Finally, sol-gel materials were successfully transferred from standard silicon wafers
onto PMMA substrates. However, as referred to previously, issues remain with
developing a suitable high quality input and output surface for the successful coupling
of light into and out of the optical waveguides for cell interrogation and detection. A
more detailed summary of the work undertaken in this thesis, as well as future avenues
for development, will be outlined in the chapter that follows.
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Chapter 4: Summary and Future Work
4.1 Summary of Work Presented
This work has laid the foundations towards differentiation and detection components for
an inexpensive, compact and easy to use integrated centrifugal device, for the 3-fold
differentiation of WBCs from whole blood. A number of novel approaches utilising
centrifugal actuation and arrays of physical filters and traps were tested, with some
successful differentiation and single-bead trapping observed on a number of designs.
While the degree of differentiation or single-bead trapping was not sufficient to lead to
comprehensive testing with cells, a number of useful research outcomes resulted from
the above work. In sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 10μm and 5μm beads were caught singly
and with double occupancy in 6μm V-shaped cups. In addition, 20μm beads were
captured singly in 15μm cups. Unfortunately, as beads of differing sizes were captured
in the various sized V-Cup traps, it appears that this approach is not suitable for cell
differentiation. In addition, while the filter design outlined in section 3.1.2 did show
some improvement on the clogging issues experienced with the V-Cup traps, the
fabrication of these small features proved very challenging for the SU-8 mould/PDMS
replica approach. In sections 3.1.4-3.1.6, 10μm particles were captured in both the
parabolic and multiple-obstacle architecture structures. While some of these beads were
caught singly, particularly after shake mode or magnetic actuation, some form of
actuation mechanism was necessary to de-clog the structures. Fabrication issues faced in
earlier experiments were also relevant for these novel structures, with 5μm particles
passing through all MOA obstacle gaps, including the stopping filters at the end of the
device. In fact, the unpredictability of the gaps between geometric filters and traps in the
devices tested in section 3.1 remains one of the main stumbling blocks in this work.
Nevertheless, a great deal of promising work went into the ongoing issues with clogging
in all designs in this thesis. “Shake mode” and magnetic actuation steps were tested
extensively, with the magnetic actuation approach, in particular, showing great promise
for applications to other platforms. Magnetic actuation offers another method of flow
control on centrifugal platforms, is cost effective, easy to integrate on-disc and can be
used at multiple points on a platform to actuate flow in a number of directions.
As illustrated in section 3.1, microcontact printed spots of 10μm, 20μm, 30μm
and 40μm in diameter were successfully printed onto functionalised glass substrates,

with some single cell adhesion of MCF-7 cells observed. Issues persisted with substrate
functionalisation, and suitable blocking steps will need to be addressed before this
approach becomes a reliable one for single-cell capture on the proposed platform.
In terms of optical detection approaches, sol-gel waveguides hold a great degree
of promise for future centrifgo-optofluidic applications. This work successfully
accomplished the transition of photocurable hybrid sol-gel materials from the typically
used silicon substrate to an inexpensive and highly versatile PMMA alternative. While
light was successfully coupled into and out of the sol-gel waveguides deposited on the
PMMA platform, ongoing issues with the optical surface quality of the edge of the
PMMA remained.

4.2 Future Work
Future work on the methods and results outlined in this thesis would focus on
developing a more consistent and effective bead, and therefore cell, separation method.
While Burger et al. [129-132] demonstrated effective bead and cell differentiation on
their V-Cup platform, this was not performed with mixtures of different sized beads.
Cell differentiation was carried out on beads and cells of similar size, with fluorescently
tagged antibodies enabling optical detection and differentiation. The systems outlined in
section 3.1 of this thesis relied solely on physical size filtration to differentiate between
beads and, eventually cells, in an effort to reduce the complexity and number of assay
steps on the platform. However, as highlighted by the work of Kim et al. [213], there is
a great deal of overlap in size between a number of cells including WBCs and RBCs.
Therefore, the addition of microcontact printing steps or other immuno-targeting steps
to differentiate between cells could help strengthen the approaches taken above to
produce a 3-fold differential platform. As noted previously, the magnetic actuation
scheme employed in sections 3.1.5-3.1.7 could again be used on a newer platform to aid
de-clogging and to actuate differentiated cells into outlet chambers, perhaps containing
V-Cup or similar geometric traps.
For future work on the optical detection components, clearly there is much room
for the further integration of sol-gel wave guiding platforms on PMMA substrates.
While challenges were encountered in producing a surface with sufficient optical
quality to couple light into and out of the sol-gel waveguides on the PMMA surface, this
fabrication challenge may be overcome using other solvents to reflow the plastic or with
better machining capabilities. Additionally, different plastic substrates that can be used,
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which are more easily tailored to have a high-quality optical edge. The possibilities of
integrating a material like photocurable sol-gels, which can produce optical and
microfluidic features of high resolution using standard photolithographic methods, on
centrifugally driven microfluidic platforms are vast. The development of such a
platform would be a major step towards the fully integrated lab-on-a-chip platform
outlined in section 4.3 that follows.

4.3 Future Work for Cell Analysis on Centrifugal Microfluidic
Platforms
The field of microfluidics is ever-changing, with centrifugal microfluidics providing a
huge step forward towards the full integration of sample preparation, assaying and
detection components on a single, inexpensive polymeric chip. Chin et al. have recently
outlined the current level of commercialisation of point-of-care microfluidic devices,
[36] including a discussion of the challenges associated with making this
commercialisation a reality, including full device integration, market sentiment, lack of
financing, mass production and device accuracy. Clearly the development of
centrifugally driven devices in the near future will focus primarily on the full integration
of all sample-to-answer unit operations, complete with miniaturised and inexpensive
detection and imaging capabilities. As can be seen from the discussion of the literature
in chapter 1 of this thesis, a great deal of unit operations can now be carried out on
centrifugal microfluidic platforms such as blood metering, purification and cell
separation, capture and analysis. However, the final jump to fully integrate all of the
above operations, along with facilitating reagent storage and delivery on a single
platform remains elusive. In particular the development of optofluidics provides new
hope towards the integration of optical detection components on chip, as well as
providing a solution to detection and imaging in low resource settings, as a result of
interfacing with cell phones and standard optical disc drives. Finally, the diagnostic
performance levels of future microfluidic assays must compete favourably and even
surpass those of current laboratory standards to become commonplace in the biomedical
diagnostics sphere.
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5.2: Appendix

Figure 5.1: Optical profilometer height measurement of a 6μm x 6μm sol-gel waveguides
fabricated on a silicon substrate.

Figure 5.2: Optical profilometer width measurement of a 6μm x 6μm sol-gel waveguides
fabricated on a silicon substrate.
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Figure 5.3 Optical profilometer imaging of 6μm x 6μm optical sol-gel waveguides on a silicon
substrate.

Figure 5.4: Optical profilometer height and width measurements of a 6 μm x 30μm sol-gel
waveguides fabricated on a silicon substrate.
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Figure 5.5 Optical profilometer image of 6μm high, 30μm wide optical sol-gel waveguides on a
silicon substrate.
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Parabolic filter gaps (μm) (Set 2)

Experimental Average
Standard Deviation
Expected Value
Difference Between Expected
and Experimental Value

Table 5.1: Two sets of optical profilometry data, illustrating the fabrication challenges
associated with producing reproducible parabolic filter structures in sections 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and
3.1.7. Wide variations within each size of parabolic gap, and between the recorded and expected
values are shown.
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Multi-Obstacle Architecture (MOA) filter gaps (μm) (Set 1)
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Standard Deviation
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Difference Between Expected
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Multi-Obstacle Architecture (MOA) filter gaps (μm) (Set 2)

Experimental Average
Standard Deviation
Expected Value
Difference Between Expected

14.6
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Table 5.2: Two sets of optical profilometry data, illustrating the fabrication challenges
associated with producing reproducible multiple obstacle architecture filter structures in sections
3.1.6 and 3.1.7. Wide variations within each size of multiple obstacle architecture gap, and
between the recorded and expected values are shown.
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